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Abstract 

A botnet, which is created to conduct large-scale illegal activities, has 

become a serious threat to the Internet. Recently, botnets started to utilize 

a decentralized structure in their command and control channel, which is 

a more robust and resilient communication infrastructure. P2P botnets, 

created based on a variety of P2P protocols, are the most representative 

decentralized botnets and have caused great loss to Internet users. Although 

a lot of botnet detection techniques have been developed, the existing P2P 

botnet detection methods are still limited. 

In this thesis, we present a novel P2P botnet detection system based on 

an analysis of network behavior. The proposed detection system consists of 

three main components: Network Packets Capturing, Node Feature Extrac

tion, and Online Classifier. In this thesis, we explain the proposed algorithms 

and implementation methods for each component in detail. Moreover, in this 

thesis we also present two novel combined classifiers that integrate supervised 

machine learning and unsupervised machine learning techniques. One, called 

Sequential Combined Classifier aims at further enhancing the detection rate; 
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the other one, called Parallel Combined Classifier aims at detecting unknown 

P2P botnet traffic. 

Based on three real-world network traffic trace sets (i.e. Storm trace, 

Waledac trace, and normal traffic trace), a series of evaluation experiments 

are conducted and their results are reported in this thesis. Several contribu

tions from the evaluation results include (1) identification of an appropriate 

time window size that allows to provide a better detection performance when 

used in system's packets capturing module; (2) optimized configuration for 

system's online classifier in each time window size; and (3) evaluated the 

effectiveness of two proposed combined classifiers and verified their ability 

to improve detection rate or detect unknown botnet traffic. According ex

perimental results, we obtain the detection accuracy of 99.0% and the false 

positive rate of 0.1%. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A botnet, an organized network of machines compromised by malware 

(also called bot machine), has become a serious threat to the Internet. Such 

networks are created to conduct profit-oriented illegal activities including in

formation stealing, spamming and DDos attacks. An attacker, also called 

botmaster or botherder, takes control of infected machines by issuing com

mands through a Command and Control ( C&C) channel [52]. 

Historically, botnets used Interent Relay Chat (IRC), a protocol for real

time Internet text messaging mainly designed for group communication. The 

early IRC bots were designed as benign assistants to automatically respond 

to various events and to help control interactions over a particular IRC chan

nel [33]. The first known IRC bot, Game Manager ( GM) bot, was invented 

in 1988 by Greg Lindahl and was a benign bot that would play the Hunt 

the Wumpus game with IRC users [43]. As bots began to extend the basic 
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functions of their predecessors in a more sophisticated and robust manner, 

IRC bots used for malicious activities came into existence. Some examples 

of these bots are AgoBot [73] and SD Bot [37]. The development of AgoBot 

and its variants are considered as the point from which botnets became a 

major threat to the Internet [30]. 

The most critical component of a botnet is its C&C channel. Although 

different botnets may vary in different C&C channel infrastructures, all the 

implemented infrastructures can be typically divided into two main groups: 

centralized C&C and decentralized C&C ( or distributed C&C) [54]. In a 

centralized C&C infrastructure, all bot machines communicate with one, or 

a few servers. The botmaster can easily get control and give command to each 

bot machine by owning the server node. Due to its simplicity and availability 

of reusable C&C server code, centralized C&C channel structure has been 

used by many botnets for many years. The most popular schemes are botnets 

based on IRC protocol and botnets based on HTTP protocol. However, 

centralized structure still suffers from its natural flaws, for example it could 

exhibit such centralized behavior in its activity and represent a single point of 

failure [54]. Therefore, attackers have recently started to build botnets with 

a more robust and resilient C&C infrastructure, a decentralized C&C. Such 

decentralized botnets are commonly based on a variety of P2P protocols. 

In a P2P botnet, all bot machines form an overlay network in which any 

of the infected machine can be used by the botmaster to distribute commands 

to other nodes or collect information from them. In other words, individual 
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bot machine acts as both server and client in a P2P botnet, eliminating the 

existence of a centralized node, which may be taken down and become inca

pacitated. Several famous and once rampaged P2P botnets are represented 

by Nugache [75], Storm [79], Waledac [78] and Confiker [54]. 

As P2P botnets keep evolving, many efforts around the world have been 

directed into the development of new techniques and new tools for detecting 

P2P bots and botnets. Signature-based detection technique uses its knowl

edge of known malicious characteristics to generate pre-specified signatures, 

and any execution sequence matching with a signature is flagged as anoma

lous. A major drawback of a signature-based detection is its inability to 

detect a novel attacks, or so called zero-day attacks [83]. This is because 

there is no corresponding signature stored in the repository. Additional, 

signature-based detection needs the involvement of human expertise to cre

ate the signatures. Signature-based detection depends on domain knowledge 

expertise to create the signatures and is thus error-prone and time consum

ing. New bots may launch attacks before an updated signature repository is 

patched. 

1.1 Research Motivation 

Anomaly-based detection technique can be used to overcome some limi

tations in signature-based detection and also be considered the main research 

area for P2P botnet detection techniques. An anomaly-based approach uses 
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its knowledge of what constitutes normal behavior and automatically clas

sifies normal patterns, any deviation from normal patterns is classified as 

malicious or faulty. In a network-based detection system, signature-based 

techniques usually inspect into packets payload to search for a match. This 

approach requires the parsing of large number of packets data. An anomaly

based technique tries to analyze network from a different perspective, i.e., 

analyze traffic behavior characteristics. It helps to more efficiently analyze 

large amount of network data, which is a fundamental necessity for detection 

techniques when facing a large volume of audit traces. Anomaly-based tech

nique also can detect previously unknown abnormalities since it learns the 

behavior attributes of traffic data instead of using a pre-specified signature. 

However, the effectiveness of an anomaly-based approach is greatly affected 

by what aspects ( also called "features") of the network behavior are observed. 

To choose an appropriate observe perspective and design a feature set that 

can efficiently exhibit the behavior characteristics of different network traffic 

is a key task in anomaly-based P2P botnet detection. 

1.2 Thesis Statement 

In this thesis, we present a novel P2P botnet detection framework based 

on an analysis of network behavior. We hypothesize that bot hosts share 

characteristics in their network behaviors, which are distinct from those of 

benign hosts. Our approach focuses on botnet C&C related traffic and treats 
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botnet traffic detection as a special case of network traffic identification. We 

identify specific node's traffic features that are capable to distinguish between 

botnet nodes and normal network nodes. 

Overall, the proposed detection method targets online analysis by con

tinuously monitoring network stream and extracting relevant TCP /UDP 

flows, i.e. we capture TCP /UDP packets exchanged in a network within 

a specific time window, use these packets to construct flows between a pair 

of nodes, and extract from them a set of features that capture basic prop

erties of botnet traffic. These features are then used to classify malicious 

(botnet) or non-malicious network node using machine learning classification 

techniques. In particular, we compare the performance of MLP (Multilayer 

Perceptron) neurual network classifier and SVM (Support Vector Machines) 

classifier. We describe the idea behind each framework components and per

form several empirical analysis based on real-world data set in the evaluate 

of proposed method. 

Additionally we present two novel combined classifiers which utilize su

pervised classifier (MLP and SVM) and unsupervised classifier (X-means 

cluster) in a combination: one is called Sequential Combined Classifier, the 

other one is called Parallel Combined Classifier. These two classifiers are 

promising to realize the combination of the strengths of both supervised and 

unsupervised classifier, while avoiding the weaknesses of either one. 
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1.3 Contribution 

In this thesis, we make the following contributions: 

1. Designed a set of node traffic behavior features that can differentiate 

between P2P bot nodes and normal network nodes. 

2. Implemented an online detection framework using data mining tech

niques that analyzes continuous network stream to detect the presen

tence of bot traffic. 

3. Studied on configuration of specific parameters to improve both MLP 

and SVM algorithm. 

4. Proposed two novel combined classifiers that integrate the use of both 

supervised machine learning techniques and unsupervised machine learn

ing techniques: the Sequential Combined Classifier enables further im

proving the detection rate; the Parallel Combined Classifier enables 

detecting unknown bot traffic. 

5. As it uses information from IP headers, the proposed framework may 

also detect botnets with encrypted channels. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces 

and looks deep into the botnet detection technique and methodology. A 
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taxomomy of botnet detection techniques is provided, and the advantages 

an disadvantages of each types of detection technique are discuessed. This 

chapter also provides a detailed discussion on P2P botnet detection and data -

mining techniques used in this domain. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present the 

proposed P2P botnet detection framework, with details regarding its design, 

architecture, and implementation. Two novel combined classifiers are also 

proposed and expressed in these two chapters. The detection framework is 

evaluated from different perspectives on real-world data sets in Chapter 5. 

The thesis is summarized in Chapter 6 with suggestions for future work and 

further extensions. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

The main goal of this thesis is to establish a P2P botnet detection sys

tem that leverages feature-based machine learning classification technique to 

identify network hosts with abnormal traffic behavior. In additional, this 

should be achieved in a real-time manner while also having a good perfor

mance on overall detection rate. 

This chapter presents a review in botnet detection domain that sum

marizes the main approaches and techniques in design and development of a 

detection system. As we adopt an anomaly-based approach in our research 

work, we firstly explain the taxonomy of botnet detection techniques and 

introduce their fundamental principles and related work. Since we focus our 

research on the detection of P2P protocol based botnets, a discussion espe

cially regarding P2P botnet detection techniques is given in the second part 

of this chapter. 
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2.1 Taxonomy of Botnet Detection 

Many efforts around the world have been directed into the development 

of new techniques and new tools for detecting bots and botnets. At the same 

time, a number of botnet detection taxonomies have been proposed in this 

domain [52, 45, 87). 

According to the taxonomy in a previous study [87), detection techniques 

are classified into two main categories: those based on setting up honeynets 

or Intrusion Detection systems (IDSs). The last category has been further 

divided into three subcategories: (a) signature-based (b) specification-based 

and (c) anomaly-based. 

Honeynets are best suited for collecting information from bots. This 

method is widely used at the beginning stage of botnet detection. A honeynet 

framework consists of two key components: honeypot and honeywall [56). 

The honeypot refers to an unprotected end machine which is in purpose 

setup to be very vulnerable to malicious attack and is usually infected in a 

very short time. The honeywall refers to the software which is used to mon

itor, collect, control, and modify the inbound and outbound traffic through 

honeypot. By using the information collected by a honeynet, it is possible 

to perform a complete analysis of the main characteristics of a botnet and 

understand its mechanism and technology. 

In [57), Paul et al. constructed a framework named the Nepenthes 

platform for large-scale collection of information on self-replicating malware 
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based on honeypot. This platform greatly broadened the empirical basis 

of available data and provided thousands of samples of previously unknown 

malware. In [1], Raj ab et al constructed a multifaceted and distributed 

framework by combining a modified version of the Nepenthes platform with 

honeynets. They successfully measured and captured comprehensive ac

tions of the botnets. Other techniques employ honeynets to capture bots 

include [5, 20, 21, 58, 60]. 

Honeynet techniques have played an essential role in understanding bot

net characteristics and technology. However, they began to exhibit several 

limitations as botnets continued to evolve. These limitations include: 

1. Honeynets can only track a limited scale of exploited activities. 

2. Honeynets are not able to capture bots that do not use propagation 

methods, for example bots spread itself based on scanning, spam, and 

web-driven downloads. 

3. Honeynets are only able to collect information about infected machines 

that are set up as traps. 

IDS botnet detection typically refers to a variety of techniques for de

tecting attacks in the form of malicious and unauthorized activities. An 

IDS detection is classified as one of these three techniques: signature-based, 

specification based or anomaly based. 

The next three sections provide a detailed discussion on each of these 

three detection approaches followed by examples from literature. 
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2.1.1 Signature-based Detection 

A signature-based technique uses its knowledge of known malicious char

acteristics to generate pre-specified signatures, and any execution sequence 

matching with a signature is flagged as anomalous. 

Signatures are usually stored in a signature repository. The repository 

is searched when a method inspects into network traffic payload or system 

events or binary patterns to assess whether it contains a known signature. 

The quality of signatures is essential to the effectiveness of a signature-based 

detection method. Ideally, a signature should be able to identify any bot 

programs that exhibit a malicious behaviour specified by a signature. Inspite 

of some efforts on automatic generation of attack signatures [41], this is still 

a predominately manual task requiring a great deal of human knowledge and 

expertise. 

Snort, a widely used open source network intrusion prevention system 

(NIPS) and network intrusion detection system (NIDS) [65], has an ability to 

perform real-time traffic analysis, protocol analysis, content searching, and 

content matching. It can also be tuned into an intrusion detection model to 

find signs of intrusion based on predefined signatures and rules. The probes 

and attacks that Snort can detect include operating system fingerprinting 

attempts, common gateway interface, buffer overflows, server message block 

probes, and stealth port scans, which are often performed by bots and bot

masters to gather information for infection and attacks. 

Xie et al. proposed a novel framework called AutoRE [84] that identified 
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botnet hosts by generating botnet spam signatures from emails. The frame

work is based on a premise that botnet spam emails are often constructed in 

an aggregate fashion. In particular, they primarily focused on URLs embed

ded in email content since these URLs usually represent the most important 

part in spam email which direct users to malicious web pages. AutoRE can 

output high quality regular expression signatures that detect botnet spam 

with a low false positive rate. Tested by a three-month sample of emails from 

Hotmail, it identified 7,721 botnet-based spam campaigns and 340,050 botnet 

host IP addresses. However, this method could fail when facing spam emails 

that contain multiple URLs, some of which are legitimate and very general. 

Such spam email are common as spammers are known to deliberately add 

randomness into URLs to evade detection. 

Gu et al. proposed a botnet detector called BotHunter, which is a passive 

network monitoring system driven by Snort [22]. Compared to traditional 

traffic analysis inspecting independently the uploads and downloads for sig

natures of a bot, the BotHunter correlates inbound intrusion alarms with the 

out bound communication patterns between server machines and client ma

chines. BotHunter also can update its signature repository with a new botnet 

C&C blacklist, a new malware DNS and new detection signatures and rules, 

which allows BotHunter to maintain awareness of the latest botnet servers, 

malware-associated DNS lookups, malware back door ports, etc. The exper

iments of evaluating BotHunter are presented in a virtual and live testing 

environment. The BotHunter also has its limitations [25). First, it works 
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passively and has to observe relatively long sequences of network sessions. 

Second, the BotHunter is not able to detect new bots whose signatures are 

still unknown and not stored in a signature repository. Third, it also cannot 

detect an existing bot when the bot changes its behavior. Last, its detecting 

performance greatly depends on the estimating precision of a predefined bot 

infection life cycle model. 

An advantage of a signature-based detection is that it typically achieves 

a very high detection accuracy since it uses the signatures of a bot for match 

and also continuously adds in new signatures. However, a major drawback 

of a signature-based detection is its inability to detect a novel attacks, or 

so called zero-day attacks [83]. This is because there is no corresponding 

signature stored in the repository. 

Another drawback of signature-based detection is that it needs the in

volvement of human expertise to create the signatures. Signature-based de

tection depends on domain knowledge expertise to create the signatures and 

is thus error-prone and time consuming, which is not comparable with the 

speed of botnet spreading. New bots may launch attacks before knowledge 

repository is patched. 

2.1.2 Specification-based Detection 

A specification-based approach detects deviations from specified legit

imate system behaviors. When a deviation happens, the examined target 

is flagged as abnormal or malicious. Specification-based detection requires 
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user knowledge in developing model of valid program behavior in a form of 

specification. However, similar to signature-based approach, specifications 

used in this technique have to be written by system and security experts for 

very security-critical problem in a system. It is error-prone and tedious due 

to the reliance on human expertise involvement. 

The first specification-based detection model was presented by Ko et 

al. [39, 40, 38], then more extensive techniques on the application of specific 

domains were proposed, which include Sekar et al.'s works in [67, 68, 70], 

Sekar and Uppuluri's work in [69], Tseng et al. 's works in [14, 13], Joglekar 

and Tate's work in [35], Truong et al.'s work in [63], Gill et al.'s work in [64]. 

An advantage of specification-based approach is its ability to accommo

date the variable-length patterns that naturally represent the system behav

ior. The previous approach fixed-length n-gram technique usually leads to 

inaccurate classification [68]. This inaccuracy primarily stems from the lack 

of generalization and ineffectiveness of the approach in capturing correla

tions among system calls that occur over longer time spams. Specification

based approach attempts to account for this limilation. Sekar et al. pro

posed specification-based anomaly detection by manually developing high

level specifications of nerwork protocols as finite state machines (FSM) and 

annotating them using statistical information learned via traffic monitor

ing [67]. This approach effectively shows the behavior of protocol in a form of 

state machine transitions. To pursue a more efficient differentiation between 

normal and abnormal behavior, each transition in FSM is further augmented 
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with statistical perperties of the network traces. 

One of the major disadvantages of specification-based detection is the 

necessity to construct the specifications manually, which is not only a time

consuming and error-prone process, but also needs a considerable expert 

knowledge. Thus, the primary challenge in this domain is the automatic 

generation of the specification. 

In [38), Ko presented a semi-automatic method for developing security 

specifications. The author proposed a specification induction engine that 

constructs valid behavior specifications of programs that are independent 

of system vulnerabilities and effective in identifying intrusions. The tech

nique employs a machine learning method called Inductive Logic Program

ming (ILP) to synthesize first order logic formulae that describe the valid 

operations of a program from the normal runs of the program. To ensure 

this validation, each system call representing valid behavior is accompanied 

by pre-specified background knowledge. This background knowledge allows 

to produce concise and intelligent specification understandable by humans. 

It also calls for substantial expert work required to generate this knowledge 

for each system call for a given program. 

In [19), Wagner and Dean presented a method to automatically derive 

program specifications by employing static analysis. Based on control-fl.ow 

analysis of source code, the approach assumes code availability which is not 

always a realistic requirement. The authors first pre-computed a model of 

expected application behavior which is built statically from program source 
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code; then, they monitor the program and check its system call trace for 

compliance to the model at runtime. 

In [55], Provos introduced an intrusion detection and prevention solution 

called Systrace. It interactive generates the policy during the program's 

execution as a list of predicates describing the allowed and denied actions in 

the program behavior. This policy can be viewed as security properties of 

the program specification. However, the generated predicates only provide a 

base policy, and still require further assistant by users. 

Although the strengths of specification-based detection is obvious, the 

question of these benefits' applicability in practice still remains open. One 

of the main challenges is the amount of effort required to develop normal 

behavioral specifications of large systems. 

2.1.3 Anomaly-based Detection 

An anomaly-based approach uses its knowledge of what constitutes nor

mal behavior and automatically classify normal patterns, any deviation from 

normal patterns is classified as malicious or faulty. 

Anomaly-based detection usually contains two phases a training (learn

ing) phase and a detection ( monitoring) phase. In training phase, a detector 

is supplied with training data and learns the normal behaviour of a host 

or network. Once the training process is complete, a detector is place in 

detection phase and monitors a system or network traffic. Unlike signature

based and specification-based approach, a key advantage of anomaly-based 
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detection is its theoretical ability to detect novel attacks. Anomaly-based 

approaches can be further divided into host-based and network-based sub

categories. 

Host-based 

Host-based techniques monitor and analyze the behavior of a machine. 

This technique is based on a premise that bot programmes perform call 

sequences to system libraries different from those executed by legitimate 

processes [ 80]. 

In [76] Stinson and Mitchell tested the above hypothesis. The authors 

found that each participating bot program independently executes commands 

received from the C&C network. These commands take a certain number of 

parameters that are of some particular types and in some fixed order. Hence, 

it is possible to use parameterized commands to separate bot behavior from 

normal programs. To perform this check, a tool called BotSwat is imple

mented to monitor a host environment, including Windows XP or 2000 [56]. 

BotSwat monitors the execution process of an arbitrary Win32 binary and 

intercepts the run-time library calls made by a process. BotSwat is imple

mented for a goal of detecting generic botnets, regardless of botet's C&C 

structure ( centralized or decentralized) or communication protocol (IRC or 

HTTP). 

In [51], Masud et al. proposed a detection method by mining multiple 

system log files. The authors exploited an observation that bots program 
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Figure 2 .1: A Taxonomy of Bot net Detection Techniques 

respond much faster than benign programs manipulated by humans, and 

this feature could be captured by correlating system log files. The authors 

also proposed several log correlation for C&C traffic detection and showed 

that the proposed method could also be applied to detect non-IRC botnets. 

Though host-based approach is a useful technique in minimizing malware 

spread, its principle to perform individual station monitoring and analysis is 

a complex, costly, and non-scalable task. 

Network-based 

Network-based approaches perform network traffic monitoring and anal

ysis and are the most used technique in today's botnet detection [3). Network

based approaches have been further divided into active monitoring and pas

sive monitoring approach. Figure 2.1 summarizes the main botnet detection 

technique classifications. 
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Active Monitoring 

The idea of active monitoring approaches is probing a network client by 

actively communicating with it and analyzing its response. The work by Gu 

et al. in [24] presented such a technique called BotProbe. The methodology 

is dynamically injecting packets in a communication session to determine 

whether a human or a bot is managing the client at that side. The authors 

observed that bots are pre-programmed to respond to a set of predefined 

commands, and response are consistent across command repetition. Differ

ent from human-controlled communication, botnet interaction has a clear 

command-response pattern, in an other word, command in botnet determin

istically causes response. This technique was validated on several malicious 

IRC bots and approximately 100 real users in the study. 

The same research group of Gu et al. also presented several other ap

proaches that based on the observation in different botnet phases: BotH

unter [22] exploits in multiple different infection stages; BotSniffer [25] in

spects into multiple rounds of communications and activities; BotMiner [23] 

relies on a long communication or activity period. Compared with these tech

niques, BotProbe only requires a shot time to provide a result: at most one 

round of actual C&C communication. This is an advantage of active mon

itoring approach. However, active methods have a serious disadvantage of 

greatly impacting network traffic by sending additional packets to suspicious 

machines. Moreover, and most importantly, injecting packets to facilitate 

tracking many be subject to legal issues. 
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Passive Monitoring 

As opposite to active monitoring, passive monitoring techniques observe 

data traffic in network and look for suspicious communications that may 

be conducted by botnet. An important premise of passive monitoring tech

nique is that bots present different communication behavior from normal 

machines and bots in the same botnet tend to present same communication 

pattern [80]. This occurs because botmaster must communicate with its bots 

to update them and issue attack command, bots are pre-programmed to re

sponse to botmaster in a routine pattern and thus traffic in a botnet exhibit 

a unique but consistent pattern. Moreover, the protocol used in a botnet 

will remain same in each phases [80]. Many papers explore such similarity in 

both WAN and LAN traffic to perform bot detection. 

For example, the pre-mentioned system, BotSniffer, is based on mea

surements of homogeneity in host crowds as well as density of host crowds 

in botnet communications and activities. BotSniffer premises that the more 

traffic from a particular group in a short time, the more likely the crows 

is a botnet. Also, the more similar the responses, the more likely they are 

responding to the same command. Therefore, the correlation analysis algo

rithms used in BotSniffer do not require much prior knowledge of a particular 

botnet. However, BotSinffer shows several limitations. First, a botmaster 

can easily evade the detection by randomizing the time or make the delay 

between command and activity much longer in the non-time-sensitive tasks. 
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Second, the assumption used by BotSniffer is satisfied only within a local 

area network environment, it is not practical at the Internet environment 

level . Third, BotSniffer is only able to detect a centralized C&C botnet. 

As botnets are evolving to decentralized structure, BotSniffer is not able to 

detect a decentralized botnet. 

In [46], Liu et al. proposed a detection tool named BotTracer with the 

assistance of virtual machine techniques. The idea is to model a typical bot 

using three invariant features during its onset: (1) the bot startup is auto

matic without requiring any user actions; (2) a bot must establish a C&C 

channel with its botmaster; and (3) a bot performs local or remote attacks 

eventually. These invariants indicate three indispensable phases for a bot 

attack: injection, update, and attack. Because a bot must actively contact 

a rendezvous point to build a C&C channel with its botmaster, Bot Tracer 

captures these channels and compares them to know characteristics of bot 

C&C channels. This can significantly narrow the detection space. BotTracer 

also constantly monitors system-level activities and traffic patterns of pro

cesses that have been identified as suspicious. A fundamental assumption 

of Bot Tracer is that a bot cannot detect the virtual machine. However, in 

practice, many techniques can detect virtual machines. 

In [27], Choi et al. presented an anomaly detection mechanism named 

BotGAD by passively monitoring group activities in DNS traffic. The authors 

defined a group activity model an some special features of DNS traffic to 

differentiate valid DNS queries from botnet DNS queries. The authors also 
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developed a mechanism to detect C&C server migration. BotGAD enables 

detecting unknown botnets from large-scale networks in real time. The main 

drawback of the scheme is the high processing time required to monitor the 

huge scale of network traffic [52]. 

Passive detection have employed a various different techniques and meth

ods including, statistics approaches [3, 16, 36, 82, 88], traffic mining [23, 

42, 51, 74], visualization [12, 50, 74], graph theory [29, 46, 32], clustering 

[16, 59, 49], entropy [5, 28, 10], neural networks [71], decision tree [48], dis

crete Fourier transform [86], CUSUM [34], machine learning [11, 9, 51, 77], 

discrete time series [2, 4]. 

Since our goal is to find evidence of P2P botnet activity by passive 

network traffic monitoring and analyzing based on data mining techniques, 

a discussion on related data mining approaches in P2P botnet detection is 

presented in the next section. 

2.2 Data Mining for P2P Botnet Detection 

Data mining aims at recognizing useful patterns to discover regularities 

and irregularities in large data sets [7]. In node based knowledge discovery, 

the ideal method is to use a full packet trace for node identification. Al

though packet trace files provide complete description of network nodes, the 

volume are too large for a real network trace analysis. Therefore, data mining 

techniques can be applied for optimization purposes. In fact, data mining 
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techniques are capable of extracting sufficient data for analysis. Instead of 

storing the trace files of each packet, only a specific set of node features will 

be extracted from trace file and stored for node identification. Each node 

will be represented by its feature vector and stored as an instance in a data 

set for analysis. 

2.2.1 P2P Node Characteristics 

Typically, the characteristics of a P2P network node is evaluated by 

examining all the flows that belong to this node. The term flow is defined 

as a series of packets that belong to the same instance of communication 

between an application at a source node, and an application at a destination 

node. Consequently, a particular TCP or UDP flow can be identified in a five

tuple comprised of five values from packet headers: source and destination IP 

address, source and destination port numbers, and transport layer protocol. 

Some common P2P features frequently used to construct detection techniques 

are described as following. 

• TCP /UDP pairs: P2P network nodes tend to use both TCP and 

UDP protocol in their communication, TCP for exchanging messages 

and UDP for signaling to prevent channels from being idle. However, 

there are legitimate applications that also exhibit this behavior ( e.g. 

D NS and streaming media), so it requires analysis of other features. 

• Mean port numbers in communication: in [81], Ulliac et al. 
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verified that P2P applications usually select random port for commu

nication. As there are 65,535 total ports, the probability of a given 

port be selected is 0.015%, the probability of a lower port (below 1024) 

being selected is 15%. In P2P applications the mean port number value 

is usually high. 

• Average packet sizes: Liao et al. (42] proposed a methodology based 

on average packets sizes to distinguish P2P botnet traffic from legiti

mate P2P traffic and the rest of Internet traffic. The authors suggested 

such feature based on three hypotheses. First, P2P botnet communica

tions mimic a P2P structure to set up massive coommunication sessions 

among bots to create a mesh network. Second, to mostly not interfere 

with the Internet, a P2P bot maintais seesion and data transmission 

with other bots rather than terminating communication after getting 

contacted. Third, for concealment and privacy, data are transmitted 

at a minimum level in bot communication. After many observation, it 

was found that P2P botnet packets tend to have an average size lower 

than other regular network packets, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

• Send/Receive traffic ratio: The ratio of outbound and inbound 

traffic can be considered to differentiate P2P and non-P2P application 

because P2P node can work as both server and client, subsequently the 

outbound and inbound traffic tend to be more balanced than in other 

C /S applications. 
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• Connection responded success rate: in [44], Liu et al. suggested 

that since P2P node acts as a client and server at the same time, it may 

differ in processing capabilities, connection speeds, local network con

figurations or operating systems. Due to the dynamics of P2P nodes, 

some of them may be not connectable or offiine when other nodes try 

to initiate connection with them. The overall connection success rate 

tends to be lower in P2P applications. Conversely, a connection in a 

typical C /S application has a much higher success rate. 

• DNS use: in [88], Zhang et al. showed that P2P nodes rarely use 

DNS before starting communication with other nodes. This is because 

P2P nodes directly use embedded IP peer lists to search for other nodes 

to exchange data. DNS requests occur only when a P2P network uses 

supernodes with registered domain names. 

• Active time: in [88], Zhang et al. also suggested that bot programs 

usually make themselves persistent on the compromised machine and 

for the goal of maximize their utilization. As a consequence, the active 

time of bot programs should be comparable with the active time of the 

underlying compromised machine while the active time of legitimate 

P2P applications is determined by users. 

Different researches use different methods or formula to get features to 

construct their detection techniques. These features can be broken down 

into a set of basic features that are frequently used in P2P botnet detection. 
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Figure 2.2 presents 37 basic features that are summarized from 130 papers 

on P2P botnet detection from year 2004 to 2008 [62). 

No. Features No. Features 

1 Destination IP 20 Number of connections 

2 Destination port 21 Number of successful connections 

3 SourcetP 22 Number off aied connections 

4 Source port 23 Number of wealdy-connededcomponents 

5 Protocol 24 Connection Duration 

6 Timetolive 25 Packet time inteJVal 

7 Domain name 26 connection time Interval 

8 DNSaddress 27 DNS time Interval 

9 Timestamp 28 Active time of P2P application 

10 Number of packets sent 29 Packets1ze 

11 Number of packets recejved 30 First pad<etsiZe 

12 Numb-er of bytes sent 31 Size of th& Jargestweakly-connededcomponen 

13 Number of bytes received 32 Network's siZe 

14 Number of peers 33 Frequency of keylogging activity 

15 Number of IP 34 Frequency of accessing files and registry 

16 Number of ports 35 Frequency off unction calls 

17 Number of source ports 36 Common String{HTIP. GET, POST) 

18 Number of DNS responses 37 Times of update and download 

19 Number of netwcrk requests 

Figure 2.2: 37 Basic Features [62) 
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2.2.2 Data Mining Techniques 

Though node features could give a good description of individual P2P 

host, it is still insufficient to identify malicious behaviors since they cannot 

provide larger overview of a group of network nodes. To overcome this, re

searchers leverage the assistance from different data mining techniques. A 

wide range of data minging techniques including correlation, classification, 

clustering, statistical analysis, and aggregation can be used for knowledge 

discovery about network nodes [7]. As our work mainly utilizes MLP ANN 

and SVM in machine learning classification and X-means clustering, a dis

cussion on these three data mining techniques is presented in this subsection. 

Multilayer Perceptron ANN 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward artificial neural network 

( ANN) model that maps a set of input patterns onto a set of appropriate 

output patterns. As shown in Figure 2.3, an MLP consists of multiple layers 

of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer fully connected to the next one. 

An input layer contains the neurons that are set to the input values. An 

output layer contains the neurons that give the output values. The number 

of hidden layers may vary (one hidden layer in Figure 2.3). When values from 

each input neuron arrive at a neuron in hidden layer, they are multiplied by 

a weight. Similarly, when values from each hidden layer neuron arrive at a 

neuron in output layer, they are multiplied by another weight. Weights in 

different layers form different weight matrix in MLP. MLP ANN can be seen 
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as a non-linear transfer function from a vectorial space into another. The 

learning algorithm used in MLP is back propagation (BP), which involves 

three stages: the feed-forward of the input training patterns, the calculation 

of the associated error , and the adjustment of the weights. 

input la;,,,er 

hi::klen layer 

o utp ut !.ayer 

output vaiues 

Figure 2.3: An MLP Architecture 

A very important property of MLP ANN is the concept of program

ming by example. An MLP network is trained by presenting input-output 

pairs repeatedly. Each time an input is presented, the network calculates 

an output. The output part of the input-output pair is used to determine 

whether the network is right or wrong. If wrong, the network is corrected by 

a back propagation using a gradient method on the output error to modify 

the weights. After each modification, the network gets closer to the desired 

transfer function as represented by the sample base. 

Neural networks have been successfully used in many applications , for 

example pattern recognition [4 7] , classification of internet users [53]. In in-
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trusion detection domain, Debar et al. [15] proposed a host-based IDS that 

models user's behavior using a backpropagation neural network coupled with 

an expert system. This model learns the law of user's behavior without ex

plicitly expressing it using the sample gotten from audit trail. This learning 

algorithm also allows the network to follow the behavior patterns closely and 

adapt itself to the constantly occurring changes. 

In [71], Salvador et al. presented a framework for bot detection using 

ANN. To train the classifier, a mixture of licit and illicit traffic generated on 

a controlled environment are inputted to ANN model. After being efficiently 

trained, the ANN model is tested using traffic measured on a real network 

scenario. Additional, the measured traffic that is classified by this model 

will again be used to continuously re-train the ANN model in order to be 

aware of new traffic profiles that were not taken into account in early steps 

of training process. Of course, the out coming traffic need to be validated by 

human before they are used as training data. 

The advantageous properties of MLP ANN include (1) performing par

allel processing of information; (2) capacity to recognize patterns of informa

tion in the presence of noise and handle non-linearity; (3) capacity to classify 

information and quick adaptability to system dynamics. 

The major disadvantage of MLP ANN is that the model is very slow to 

converge. The training would takes a lot of time to achieve a reasonable level 

of convergence. 
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Support Vector Machines 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a kernel-based classification algo

rithm, which blends linear modeling and instance-based learning together. 

Given two sets of labeled data, SVM finds a hyperplane that separates the 

data and maximizes the distance to each data set. When multiple classes are 

involved, SVM generates a group of pair-wise binary classifiers. Each binary 

classifier gives a vote to a class, and the final classification is the class with 

the highest vote. 

SVM has been widely applied in many online botnet detection ap

proaches [9, 66, 72, 85]. 

In [66], Perdisci et al. constructed an anomaly-based IDS by using a 

ensemble of one-class SVM classifiers. The authors constructed several one

class SVM classifiers to work on different feature spaces. One drawback of 

this technique is that it uses payload analysis for detection and could be 

useless if botmasters randomly generate some payloads or use encryption. 

In [9], Chen et al. attempted to detect encrypted botnet traffic flows 

by examing the set of server IP-address visited by a client machine. Sev

eral challenges that lies in this approaches are that ( 1) the set of server 

IP-address visited by client machines may evolve dynamically, and (2) the 

set of client machines used for training and their class labels may also change 

over time. To overcome these challenges, the authors used an incremental 

LS-SVM algorithm to adapt both changes in feature set and class labels of 

training instances. Experiment result shows this algorithm can achieve a 
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classification accuracy comparable to its batch counterpart. 

In [72], Sanchez et al. developed an SVM based classifier to detect 

spamming bot. The authors differentiated between end-user (EU) machines 

and legitimate mail server (LMS) machines using a set of machines features 

that cannot be easily manipulated by spammers. The performance of the 

SVM-based classifier is evaluated by using real-world data sets shows efficacy 

in distinguishing the two kinds of machines. 

SVM classification approaches usually can achieve a high detection rate. 

A hypotheses in machine learning classification is that incoming instances 

will match one of the previous patterns. Therefore, it is not an appropriate 

method to detect new attacks. As we seek to implement a detection model 

that can capture unknown attack, we also utilize clustering technique in our 

anomaly detection. 

Decision Tree 

Decision tree is a well known classification technique which uses a tree

like model to represent possible decision consequences. In P2P botnet de

tection, interior nodes in a decision tree usually represent attributes. Edges 

extending from these nodes correspond to possible values of the attributes. 

These edges eventually lead to a leaf node which represents an output vari

able. Classification process of an attribute vector simply consists of traversing 

the path from tree root to tree leaf by following edges which match to the 

appropriate values of the attributes in the attribute vector. 
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In previous study [48], Lu et al. proposed an online botnet traffic clas

sification system, which is called BotCop. In this system, network traffic 

are classified into different application communities by using a decision tree 

novel. The attributes used are network payload signatures. Then based on 

each obtained application community, their temporal-frequent characteristics 

of flows are analyzed to distinguish between malicious communication traffic 

and normal traffic. 

A drawback of automated decision tree algorithms is that the con

structed decision trees are prone to over-fitting data. Trees create too many 

branches in order to capture very specific and complex scenarios in a given 

training set. A piratical way to reduce this over-fitting is to use a pruning 

algorithm to trim the size of decision tree. 

Clustering 

Clustering can be considered as the most important unsupervised learn

ing problem. The goal of clustering is to determine the intrinsic grouping 

in a set of unlabeled data. The clustering criterion is dependent of the final 

aim of the clustering and usually supplied by user. In such a way that the 

clustering result will suit the needs. In P2P botnet detection, some papers 

employ clustering techniques such as K-means and X-means to obtain typical 

botnet community behavior. This is based on a key observation that legit

imate P2P users tend to have different behaviors due to various purposes, 

while bots in a botnet act like a community of automated agents [26]. 
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In [16], Liu et al. proposed a P2P botnet detection model by analyzing 

host traffic behaviour and using clustering techniques. In this work, the au

thors extracted P2P application stream from general network traffic based 

on a set of metrics that can describe the traffic characteristics of paroxysm 

and distribution; they further clustered the P2P nodes by using K-means 

clustering technique based on the connection characteristic of nodes. By dis

cussing the similar suspicious actions of nodes, they estimate the possibility 

of a node being infected. 

In [31], Jiang and Shao proposed a P2P botent detection approach based 

on a unique characteristic of botnet C&C communications: flow dependencies 

in C&C communications. This attribute is independent of any malicious 

traffic generated by bots. Based on flow dependencies, the proposed approach 

uses single-linkage hierarchical clustering technique to distinguish P2P bots 

and normal hosts. Experimental results based on real-wold network traces 

show that this characteristics can be used to detect P2P bot hosts when 

applying clustering. 

In [8], the authors emphasized that P2P botnets could utilize multiple 

protocols for C&C and they propose a C&C channel detection for P2P bot

nets that use different protocols for C&C. They first used a clustering based 

on node behavior profiling to capture the node behavior clusters in a net

work, and then measured the C&C behavior impact on one or more normal 

behavior clusters in a statistical way. However, a major drawback of this 

approach is that the normal behavior clusters considered is limited, and the 
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work of behavior profiling needs a lot of efforts and expertise. 

Clustering techniques are widely used in finding hosts that exhibit sim

ilar network behavior. However, clustering is a difficult problem combina

torially, and differences in assumptions and contexts in different observation 

perspectives has made an accurate clustering result slow to occur. 

2.3 Summary and Relation to Our Work 

In this chapter we have introduced the taxonomy of botnet detection 

techniques and discussed the data mining techniques applied in botnet de

tection in detail. 

The raise of the anomaly-based detection technique seeks to allevi

ate some problems in signature- and specification-based techniques. First, 

anomaly-based detection no more cares about code sequence in the traffic 

payloads also does not need to generate and maintain a signature deposi

tory. An anomaly-based detection system can be much more efficient and 

lightweight. Second, anomaly-based detection is unaffected by encryption 

and is able to detect novel attacks. This detection performs a higher-level 

information extraction, the extracted P2P botnet characteristics are more 

general and representative. However, anomaly-based detection also has its 

drawbacks: (1) it usually has a high false detection rate; (2) it requires iden

tification of features that should be extracted for learning. 

In this thesis, we explore the benefits of anomaly-based approach in secu-
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rity domain. Specifically, we analyze the node traffic behavior characteristics 

in P2P botnet. In order to alleviate the problem of high false detection rate 

in anomaly-based detection, we combine our approach with several machine 

learning techniques that have high performance and efficiency. In the next 

chapter, Chapter 3, we will present the proposed framework for P2P botnet 

detection. 
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Chapter 3 

The Proposed P2P Botnet 

Detection Frainework 

The previous chapter has introduced some background information that 

will help to understand the proposed framework presented in this chapter 

3. In this chapter, Section 3.1 provides the overview of proposed detection 

framework. The detail strategies for each component in framework are dis

cussed respectively from Section 3.2 to Section 3.4. Section 3.5 discusses the 

design of two kinds of combined classifiers, which is an extension research 

based on single-algorithm classifier and is promising to achieve a better de

tection performance. Section 3.6 provides the concluding remarks of the 

whole chapter. 
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3.1 Overview of Proposed Framework 

The proposed P2P botnet detection framework is shown in Figure 3.1. 

This hierarchical framework consists of three main components: a Packet 

Capture module; a Node Feature Extraction module; and an Online 

Classifier module. 
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Figure 3 .1: The Detection Framework 

The input to the detection framework is network time series packets. 

The Packets Capture module consists of two phases: packet capturing, and 

flow parsing. The packet capturing phase is responsible for capturing packets 
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on a network interface and the flow parsing phase is responsible for construct

ing network flows based on captured packets. As mentioned in section 2.3.1, 

a flow is defined as a 5 tuple: (Src!P, SrcPort, Dst!P, DstPort, Protocol). 

Hence, the output of the Packets Capture module is a packets set that con

tains all the captured network packets and a flows set that contains all the 

flows constructed based on the captured packets. 

In the Node Feature Extraction module, there are three processing 

phases: extracting node IP list, extracting node feature vector , and con

structing . arff file. In the first phase, a node list that contains all the active 

IPs in a current time window is extracted from the packets set generated by 

previous component. In the second phase, several feature values are extracted 

for each node in the node list. The output of the Node Feature Extraction 

module is a node feature vectors set in which a network node is represented 

by its feature vector. In the last phase, a . arff file is constructed based on 

the feature vector set. This file is needed because it is the running file of 

classifiers in next online classifier module. 

The online classifier module takes a . arff file as input and classifies the 

network nodes based on their features into two classes: bot node or normal 

node. We select MLP and SVM machine learning technique as the classifi

cation algorithm in this module due to their high classification accuracy. 

In the next three sections, we explain each component in details. 
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3.2 Packets Capture Module 

The packet capture module is responsible for capturing network packets 

through a network interface and transferring this network traffic to detec

tion framework. There are two main phases in the packets capture module: 

packet capturing, and flow parsing. 

Packet Capturing 

Generally, there are two main approaches to capturing network traf

fic: comprehensive capturing that attempts to record all packets; and se

lective capturing that strategically picks out important packets. With ever

increasing network speed, capturing all network traffic passed on a network 

is infeasible for real-time detection. Thus, in our proposed packets capturer 

we choose to resort to the second approach and apply a sampling strategy. 

This strategy should meet the following requirements: 

1. A process of packets capturing should be efficient and suitable for a 

real-time detection. 

2. Captured packets should characterize network behavior, and be thor

ough enough to reflect both malicious and normal traffic behavior. 

3. A sampling strategy should be flexible and tunable to allow system 

administrator to adjust detection strategy to a changing network envi

ronment. 
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To fulfill these requirements, we adopt a sampling strategy based on 

a sliding window technique. The sampling approach is illustrated in Figure 

3.2. Let TW = (tw1 , tw2 , ••• , twn) be a set of time windows, such that twi =< 

ti, t~ > where ti is a start time of twi and t~ is a stopping time of this window. 

Let b..t denote a time window size such that b..t = ti - t1. 

The proposed time-window sampling strategy is implemented by captur

ing packets during each time window. To decrease packet processing over

head, time windows are inter leaved with idle periods, b..tidle, where no cap

turing is happening. The detection is triggered immediately after completion 

of each capturing time window. By this way, we can get the detection result 

immediately after we capture the packets and realize a real-time detection. 
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Figure 3.2: A sampling strategy 

The proposed sampling strategy has several benefits: 

1. Decrease a system overhead by processing fewer packets; 

2. Make a detection framework lightweight and consume fewer system 

resources; 
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3. Make a detection framework more flexible giving administrator more 

control over a packets capture and detection process. 

As with many optimization approaches, these benefits come at a price. 

One of the limitations of the approach is potential latency in detection. Since 

a decision has to be made about a size of time window, it is possible that 

chosen size will not provide a sufficient coverage of all botnet activity seen 

on a network at a given period of time. However as traffic of an active 

botnet is rarely characterized by a single packet, our detection framework 

will eventually capture necessary traffic to identify a botnet. The adjustment 

of time window size will be discussed in Section 5.2. 

For example, consider a scenario given in Figure 3.3. Assume there 

are two active botnets on a network, namely botnet1 and botnet2. Packets 

Pi, H, Ps, Ps belong to botnet1 while packets P3, P4, P6, P1 belong to botnet2. 

A traditional capturing strategy examines packets one by one, thus will detect 

both botnet1 and botnet2 at time t2. The proposed sampling strategy captures 

packets Pi, P2 that belong to botnet1 and packet P3 that belong to botnet2 in 

the first time window tw1. It would only be a sufficient evidence of botnet1 at 

the stopping time t2. However, in the second time window tw2, the proposed 

sampling strategy will capture packets P6 , P7 that belong to botnet2, therefore 

successfully detect botnet2 at the stopping time t3 • 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the proposed sampling strategy 

Flow Parsing 

Since proposed detection method is based on the examination of traffic 

behaviour of each host node in network, it is necessary to reconstruct traffic 

flow after capt uring the packets exchanged between node pairs. The flow 

parser sub-module takes the packets set that captured within a time window 

as input and provide a flow set to the next Feature Extraction module. 

3.3 Node Features Extraction Module 

Based on the behavior of various well known protocols as well as the 

behavior of known botnet such as Storm and Waledac, we define 9 features 
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in our model to describe the traffic behavior characteristics of a node for 

purpose of detection (See Table 3.1). These features are easy to be extracted 

from node communication patterns. 
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Feature 

IP 

NP 

NF 

NPS 

NPR 

RNP 

ALPS 

ALPR 

RLP 

Table 3.1: Selected Node Features 

Description 

The IP address of a node 

Nuµiber of protocols used in a given time interval 

Number of flows in a given time interval 

Number of packets sent in a given time interval 

Number of packets received in a given time interval 

Ratio of number of packets sent to number of pack

ets received in a given time interval 

Average length of packets sent in a given time in

terval 

Average length of packets received in a given time 

interval 

Ratio of average length of packets sent to average 

length of packets received in a given time interval 

It should be noted that, while included in our feature list, the IP address 
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is basically used for identifying each node and is not used in the classification 

process. 

Ideally, the feature extraction can begin as soon as there are packets 

transmitted between nodes. However, in order to extract the characteristics 

of a node more precisely, we need to collect sufficient network traffic before 

we trigger a feature extraction. Therefore, in our approach we monitor a 

behavior of a node by examining its traffic packets within a given time window 

in order to accumulate sufficient traffic packets. 

As a result of a feature extracting phase, each node is represented by 

its unique feature vector. A combination of all feature vectors constitutes 

a node feature vector set that characterizes a network behavior of commu

nicating in a given time window. This node feature vector set is then used 

to distinguish between botnet traffic and normal network traffic by utilizing 

machine learning techniques in the online classifier module. 

3.4 Online Classifier Module 

Composing appropriate features to identify node traffic behavior char

acteristics gives a basis for the following analysis and detection phase. The 

main goal of this phase is to effectively analyze and classify node behavioral 

features to isolate a bot-infected node behavior from network behavior of a 

benign node. 

There are three main challenges that we faced in classification of a node 
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behavior: First, the nature of network traffic is continuous, which means that 

network traffic are nor persistent and will change characteristics over time. 

Moreover, botnets always change either through bot updates or by adjusting 

their behavior in different life cycle phases after receiving commands from 

a bot master. These situations are known as concept-drift and present a 

problem for any detection method [17]. Second, there is always a danger 

of a new botnet appearing on the network. Its spread may be stealthy ( e.g. 

through a zero-day attack) and thus its network behavior might seen normal 

to a detector that was not trained on its features. This will cause a novelty 

detection problem for the detection model. Third, processing a network 

traffic in real time is a computationally intensive task mainly due to the 

speeds of modern networks. Thus to be viable, any online detection method 

has to be light weight and fast. 

A selected classifier should fulfill the requirement of adaptability, novelty 

detection, and timely detection. Based on these criteria, we have selected two 

popular classification techniques, a 3-Layer MLP and an SVM. 

The operation of the online classifier consists of two phases: a training 

phase and a detection phase. In a training phase, we supply our classifier 

with a set of labelled bot feature vectors and normal feature vectors for the 

purpose training it in the identification of this known bot node and normal 

node. Once the training phase is completed, the classifier monitors extracted 

feature vectors and classifies the corresponding network nodes as benign or 

malicious. 
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Most of the current machine-learning based botnet detections rely on 

individual machine learning techniques. In this work, we on the other hand 

combine these methods to utilize the advantages of MLP and SVM simulta

neously. The proposed combined classifiers are discussed in next section. 

3.5 The Proposed Combined Classifiers 

In order to utilize both of the advantages of MLP classifier and SVM 

classifier and to improve the effectiveness and accuracy of the detection, we 

propose two types of combined classifier that integrates multiple classification 

techniques. One is a Sequential Combined Classifier, which is designed for 

a two-class supervised detection. And the other one is a Parallel Combined 

Classifier, which is designed for a multi-class unsupervised detection. 

3.5.1 The Sequential Combined Classifier 

In a sequential combined classifier, an SVM classifier is positioned after 

an MLP classifier to allow "double checking" of the initial classification re

sults. As shown in Figure 3.4, initially both of the MLP and SVM classifier 

have been trained by labelled data before a first set of unlabelled feature 

vectors comes in. These unlabelled input data are first sent to MLP classifier 

and are classified into two groups: 

G(B) = the group in which nodes are labelled as "Bot" by MLP 

G(N) = the group in which nodes are labelled as "Normal" by MLP 
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These two labelled groups are then respectively sent to SVM classifier, 

and for each group, SVM classifier may divide it into two sub-groups: 

For G(B): 

G(BB) = nodes from G(B) which are labelled as "Bot" by SVM 

G(BN) = nodes from G(B) which are labelled as "Normal" by SVM 

For G(N): 

G(NB) = nodes from G(N) which are labelled as "Bot" by SVM 

G(NN) = nodes from G(N) which are labelled as "Normal" by SVM 
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Disagreement 

G(NB}+G(BB}+G(NN} G{BN)+G(BB}+G{NN) 

X-means dustering X-meansclustering 

Figure 3.4: the Sequential Combined Classifier 

Here we define the groups like G(BB) and G(N N) as an agreement 

between MLP and SVM, while define the groups like G(BN) and G(N B) 

as a disagreement between MLP and SVM. For agreements, we temporarily 

accept a classification signed for each node. For disagreements, we continue 

to take them forward to an X-means cluster together with the agreements 

G(BB) and G(NN). 
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The X-means clustering is a non-hierarchical clustering algorithm that 

can determine the optimal number of clusters by iteratively dividing existing 

cluster into new clusters using k-means algorithm, at the same time, merging 

some clusters back to reverse unsuitable divisions caused by the division 

order. This literation is terminated by a stop rule based on the estimation 

of Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). 

The clustering strategy is as following: 

For the instances in G(NB): 

1. Firstly, we merge the G(NB), G(BB), and G(NN) together and send 

this merged group to an X-means cluster. 

2. After the clustering, we get several clusters C1,C2 , ... ,Cx.Then we ex

amine these clusters one by one. 

3. For cluster Ci (1 ~ i ~ x ): 

• If the majority instances in Ci come from G(BB) and minority 

instances come from G(N B), we label these part of G(N B) in

stances as "Bot". Because among two supervised classifications 

(MLP and SVM) and one unsupervised classifivation (X-means 

clustering), one supervised classifier and the X-means clustering 

vote for "Bot". 

• If the majority instances in Ci come from G ( N N) and minority 

instances come from G(N B), we label these part of G(N B) in-
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stances as "Normal". Because one of the two supervised classifiers 

and the X-means clustering vote for "Normal". 

• If Ci only contains the instances from G(N B), we label this part 

of G(N B) instances as "Suspicious Bot" since X-means clustering 

gives up the vote while MLP votes them as "Normal" and SVM 

votes them as "Bot". 

• Additional, if Ci has such situation that majority of the instances 

come from G(BB) and minority come from G(NN), we relabel 

this part of G(NN) instances as "Suspicious Bot". Though both 

MLP and SVM vote in "Normal", the X-means clustering puts 

them with a large number of instances that identified as "Bot" 

by both MLP and SVM. There is an uncertain here, so we label 

them as "Suspicious Bot". 

For the instances in G ( B N), we follow the same logic as above: 

1. First merge the G ( B N), G( BB), and G ( N N) together and send this 

merged group to an X-means cluster. 

2. Then we get several clusters C1,C2, ... ,Cx. We examine these clusters 

one by one. 

3. For cluster Ci (1 ~ i ~ x ): 

• If the majority instances in Ci come from G(BB) and minority 
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instances come from G(BN), we label these part of G(N B) in

stances as "Bot". 

• If the majority instances in Ci come from G ( N N) and minority 

instances come from G(BN), we label these part of G(N B) in

stances as "Normal". 

• If Ci only contains the instances from G ( B N), we label this part 

of G(BN) instances as "Suspicious Bot". 

• The additional situation for Ci described above is also applicable 

here. 

3.5.2 The Parallel Combined Classifier 

In the parallel combined classifier, we are trying to acquire the ability 

to be aware of the existing of new bot. Although we are not able to identify 

the species of the unknown bot in this proposed strategy, but we can reach 

the goal that recognize and filter them out from the group of normal nodes 

and known bot nodes. Since we have obtained the exchanged packets and 

behavior feature vectors of these unknown bots, we can use such information 

in some further identifying work, which will not be discussed here. 

In the parallel combined classifier (see Figure 3.5), we position the MLP 

and SVM classifier in a parallel way and let them independently classify a 

same and complete input dataset. Each classifier divides the original in

put dataset into two groups, which we respectively name them as normal 
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node group and malicious node group. For the two malicious node groups 

G(SV MM) (generated by SVM) and G(M LP M) (generated by MLP), we 

use them to get another two malicious nodes groups: G(M) and G' (M), 

where 

G(M) = G(SVMM) U G(MLPM) 

c'(M) = G(SVMM) 6.G(MLPM) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

For example, if G(SVMM) contains (vectorl, vector2, vector3} while 

G(M LP M) contains (vector2, vector3, vector4), then the G(M) contains 

(vector 1, vector2, vector3, vector4) and the G' (M) contains (vector 1, vec

tor4). In order to find out the unknown bot instances, we send G' (M) to an 

X-means clustering component in the next step. 
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Figure 3.5: the Parallel Combined Classifier 

The reason to utilize the X-means cluster algorithm is that we could dy-
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namically divide the G' (M) into many small group (cluster!, cluster2, ... , clusterx) 

and find the one which is most unlikely to the malicious group G(M). To 

evaluate this likelihood, we compare the average vector of each of these clus-

ters with that of G(M). 

As shown in Figure 3.6, the comparison algorithm is designed as follow

ing: 

Algorithm 1: 

1 Get G'(M) and do X-mean..<J cluatering; 

2 Clustering result: C1,C2, ... ,C:r; 

3 Calculate average vector Vo(M); 

4 foreach Ci i = (1, 2, ... , x) do 

5 L Calculate average vector Ve;; 

6 foreach Ci i = (1,2, ... ,x) do 

7 L Calculate distance Di= Distance(VG(M), VcJ; 

8 Denote C; as Cma:r whose D; = Maximum(D1,D2, ... ,D:r) j = (1,2, ... ,x); 

9 Label the instances in Cmax as suspicious new bot and later have more inspections into it. 

Figure 3.6: Distance-based Algorithm for Discovering New Bot 

Firstly, we get Malicious node group G' ( M) and its clustering result 

(C1,C2, ... ,Cx)· Then, we calculate the average vectors Va(M),Vc1 ,Vc2 , ... ,Vcx 

of G(M) and each small cluster Ci (i = 1, 2, ... , x). Then, we calculate the 

distance between Va(M) and each Vci (i = 1, 2, ... , x) respectively and get a 

distance list (D1,D2, ... ,Dx ). Finally, if the maximum value in (D1,D2 , ... ,Dx) 

is Di (j = 1, 2, ... , x), we denote Ci as Cmax and label the instances in cluster 

Ci as suspicious new bot. 
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By further analyzing the network behaviors of these nodes or inspecting 

into the payload of the packets exchanged between these nodes in Cmax, we 

can obtain the identification of this suspicious new bot. Moreover, as we 

have already had a bunch of features of this new bot, we can take these 

newly labelled features back to the head and apply them in the training of 

the SVM and MLP classifier. Hence, this combined classifier has the ability 

to continuously detect a new bot and utilize this new discovery to expand its 

detection ability in turn. 

3.6 Summary 

Chapter 3 presented the proposed detection framework by explaining 

the design of each component. The detection framework consists of three 

main modules: packet capture module, node feature extraction module, and 

online classifier module. The packet capture module is responsible for listen

ing on the network interface, capturing the traffic packets, and parsing the 

captured packets into flows. The node feature extraction module calculates 

eight behavior feature values for each node that has appeared in the current 

time window. The online classifier module provides a real-time classifica

tion for each node according to its behavioral feature vector. Additionally, 

we also carried out the designing of two combined classifiers which aiming at 

improving the detection rate by single classifier. One is Sequential Combined 

Classifier, and the other is Parallel Combined Classifier. In next chapter, we 
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will present the implementation details for each module. 
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Chapter 4 

Fran1ew-ork ln1plen1entation 

This chapter presents implementation details of each framework com

ponent. Section 4.1 to Section 4.3 respectively explains how we implement 

the packets capture component, the feature extraction component, and the 

online classifier component. Implementation details provided in this chapter 

include used java library , defined java classes, and working algorithms. 

4.1 Packets Capture 

The Packet Capture module in proposed detection framework is divided 

into two processes: a packet capturing process, and a flow parsing process. 

The packet capturing process is implemented by coding based on a spe

cial Java library, namely Jpcap. This Java library supplies many relative 

interfaces of monitoring and analyzing network packets, which enables users 
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to capture packets from a network interface and visualize/analyze them in 

Java. 

Firstly, a Packets class is defined to store the packet set we will capture 

on network interface. As shown in Figure 4.1, the Packets class contains two 

array lists which are called tcppackets and udppackets. They are declared by 

using class TCP Packet and UDP Packet provided by Jpcap and are used 

to store the corresponding protocol packets captured on network interface. 

~ 
tcppackets: AnayLlst<TCPPack.et> 
udppack.ets.:. AnayLlst<UDPPacket> 
timeWindow:. int 
startTime: SJ~ 

Packets() 
clone(): Obie ct 

Figure 4.1: Class Packets 

Then a CapturePacket class is defined, as shown in Figure 4.2 , to encap

sulate the process of packets capturing. This class is an implementation of a 

Jpcap class called PacketReceiver and its member function receivePacket() 

overrides the original one in class PacketReceiver , which captures network 

packets one-by-one in a loop. 
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C~pturePacket 

~ 
timeWindow: ·fnt 
JpcapCaptor: JpcapCaptor 
packets: Packets 
IP: lnetAddress 
timer: Timer 

61£ 
init( ): void 
receive Packet(}: void 

Figure 4.2: Class PacketCapture 

The Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of packet capturing process. In 

line 1 we obtain a list of network interfaces. Jpcap library provides a method 

called getDeviceList() to complete this task. This method will return a list of 

N etwor kl nter face instances, which contain the information about network 

interfaces such as name, IP address, MAC address, and descriptions. In Line 

2 we open a target interface 'ethO' on which we listen to any network packets 

exchange. Then in Line 3 we start the listening and capturing within a time 

window. Packets are captured one by one. 

Since we only consider IP packets in network communication and also 

distinguish them into TCP packets and UDP packets, in Line 5 to Line 13 

we examine if the current captured packet is a IP packet. If yes, we examine 

whether it is a TCP packet or a UDP packet and save it in corresponding data 

structure. At the end of packets capturing phase, all the qualified packets 

are stored in array list packets, which will be used in the next flow parsing 
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phase. 

Algorithm 2: void packetCapture(timeWindow) 

1 Array devices = JpcapCaptor.getDeviceList(); 

2 targetlnter face= findlnterface('ethO', devices); 

3 while time Window not end do 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

currentC apturedPacket = receivePacket( target! nter face); 

if currentCapturedPacket.protocol = IP then 

else 

if currentCapturedPacket.transportprotocol = TCP then 

L add currentCapturedPacket to packets.tcppackets; 

else if currentCapturedPacket.transportprotocol = UDP then 

L add currentCapturedPacket to packets.udppackets; 

else 

L discard currentCapturedPacket; 

L discard currentCapturedPacket; 

Figure 4.3: Packet Capture Algorithm 

In flow parsing phase, we use captured packets set to construct flows and 

decide how many different flows existing in a current time window. A class 

called Flow is defined as shown in Figure 4.4. It uses five attributes (the 

five tuples) to define a unique flow, and provides a method called equals(} 

to determine if two Flow objects are same. Meanwhile, an ArrayList object 

of Flow, flows, is also defined to store all the flows that extracted from a 

packets set. 
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Flow 

Iii\ 
srcIP: !net Address 
dstIP: InetAddress 
srcPort: int 
dstPort: int 
protocol: String 

~ 
equals(Obiect obi): boolean 

Figure 4.4: Class Flow 

The Algorithm 3 and 4 describes the process of extracting flows from 

packets. In Line 1 of Algorithm 3 a global array flows is initialized. Two 

elements of captured packets set packets: tcppackets and udppackets are 

respectively sent into Algorithm 4 in Line 2 and Line 3. In Algorithm 4, 

Line 1 starts a iteration in the given packets set. For a current packet, two 

Flow objects are created by using the information of this packet. One is 

named direct, which is created by using parameter list (p.srcl P, p.dstl P, 

p.srcPort, p.dstPort, p.transportprotocol); the other one is named inverse, 

which is created by parameter list (p.dstl P, p.srcl P, p.dstPort, p.srcPort, 

p.transportprotocol). After creating these two objects, Line 4 examines ei

ther of them has existed in flows. If not, object direct is added to flows. If 
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existing, it means we have record the fl.ow which the current packet belongs 

to. So we directly move on to next round of iteration. 

Algorithm 3: void flowParsing(packets) 
1 Global Array < Flow > flows; 
2 packetsToFlows(packets.tcppackets); 
3 packetsToFlows(packets. udppackets); 

Algorithm 4: void packetsToFlows(packets) 
1 foreach p E packets do 
2 l Flow direct= createFlow(p.srcJP, p.dstIP, p.srcport, p.dstport, p.transportprotocol); 
3 Flow inverse= createFlow(p.dstJP, p.srcIP, p.dstport, p.srcport,p.transportprotocol); 
4 if !direct E flows & !inverse E flows then 
5 L add direct to flows; 

Figure 4.5: Flow Parsing Algorithm 

In the end of flow parsing process, array flows contains all the unique 

flows in a current time window. We use both packets and flows as the 

input of the next feature extraction module since We can easily get multiple 

statistical results in by inquiring these two data structures .. 

4.2 Feature Extraction 

In Feature Extraction module, a new class called FeatureExtraction 

is designed to encapsulate the process of extracting feature values for each 

active node in a current time window (See Figure 4.6). The class attribute 

IP s is used to store all the unique IP address that appears in the packets 

set, which represents the active nodes in current time window. Meanwhile, 

a list of function methods is provided to calculate the corresponding feature 
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value. By iterating in ArrayList I Ps and calling these methods for each IP, 

we can get the corresponding feature vector for each node. 

FeatureE><traction 

li.1 
packets: Packets 
flows: Arraylist..;FIOw> 
IPs: Arraylist«lnetAddress:o 
featureVectors: Arraylist«Vector> 

Li$ 
getNP(lnetAddress, Packets): int 
getNF{lnetAddress, Arraylist..;Flow:o): int 
getNPS(lhetAddress, Packets): int 
getNPR(lnetAddres~. Packets); int 
getRNP(lhef:A,ddres~, Packets): double 
getALPS(lnetAddrnss, Packets): double 
getAlPR(lnetAddress, Packets): double 
getRLP(lnetAddress, Packets): double 

Figure 4.6: Class FeatureExtraction 

The proposed algorithm for feature extraction is shown in Figure 4.7. 

Algorithm 5 describes the process to extract a node IP list. By iterating in 

array packets , new IPs are added to another array: JP s. After extracting 

IPs of all the packets, node feature extraction process is called. Algorithm 

6 describes this the process. Firstly, an array featureVectors is declared to 

store each node's feature vector in Line 1. Then, for each ip in J Ps eight 

features are calculated by using a corresponding get function. These eight 

features plus IP are stored in a form of vector fv, and this vector is added to 

array f eatureVectors. After this iteration, feature vectors of all the nodes in 

IP s are stored in feature Vectors. Since we use Weka library in next Online 

Classifier module, a . arff file is needed in classification. Hence, at the end 
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of Algorithm 6 feature Vectors is used to construct a . arff file, which is the 

input of next Online Classifier module. 

Algorithm 5: void extractingIPs(packets) 

1 Array IPs; 

2 foreach p E packets do 

3 

4 

5 

6 

if IIPs contains p.srcIP then 

L add p.srcIP to IPs; 

if !IPs contains p.dstlP then 

L add p.dstIP to IPs; 

7 extractingFeatures{packets,/lows,J Ps); 

Algorithm 6: void extractingFeatures(packets,/ lows,! Ps) 

1 Array featureVectors; 

2 foreach ip E J Ps do 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

int NP= getNP(ip, packets); 

int NF= getNF(ip, flows); 

int NPS = getNPS(ip, packets); 

int NPR = getNPR(ip, packets); 

double RNP = getRNP(ip, packets}; 

double ALPS= getALPS(ip, packets); 

double ALPR = getALPR(ip, packets); 

double RLP = getRLP(ip, packets); 

Vector fv = Vector(ip, NP, NF, NPS, NPR, RNP, ALPS, ALPR, RLP); 

add fv to featureVectors; 

13 use featureVectors to construct a .arfJ file; 

Figure 4. 7: Feature Extraction Algorithms 
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4.3 Online Classifier 

In the implementation of MLP classifier and SVM classifier in proposed 

detection framework, we import weka.jar library to out workspace and use 

some particular classes provided by weka library to encapsulate data and 

build classification scheme. Several important weka classes we have used are 

listed as following: 

1. weka.core.converters.ArftLoader This class is used to load a . arff 

file which contains node feature vectors. 

2. weka.core.Instances This class reads all the instances in a .arff file 

and sets the last attribute be the class. 

3. weka.classifi.ers.functions.MultilayerPerceptron This class pro

vides an MLP classifier scheme that builds model based on back prop

agation method. It also contains handles to set parameter options in 

MLP. 

4. weka.classifi.ers.functions.SMO This class provides an SVM classi

fier scheme that implements John Platt's sequential minimal optimiza

tion algorithm [61]. It also contains handles to set parameter options 

in SVM. 

5. weka.classifi.ers.Classifi.er All the above MLP scheme and SVM scheme 

implement Classif er interface. 
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To build the MLP and SVM classifier in the framework's classification 

module, two new classes are created to encapsulate the initialize and training 

process. They are Class MLPBuilder and Class SVMBuilder, whose class 

diagram are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. In the member method 

buildMLP{) of class MLPBuilder, the class attribute MLPClassifier is built 

and trained by a given training file. This process is showed in Algorithm 6. 

Member method buildSVM () has the same function. 

' 

MLPBuilder 

~ 
Classifier: MLPG!assifier' 
String: trainingFile 

b$ 
buildMLPO:void 

Figure 4.8: Class MLPBuilder 

SVMB.uilder 

~ 
Cla'ssifier: SVMClassifier 
String: trainingFile 

Lffi 
buildSVMO:void 

Figure 4.9: Class SVMBuilder 

Take MLP as example, Line 1 in Algorithm 7 uses weka. classifiers.functions. 

MultilayerPerceptron to initialize an MLP scheme MLPClassifier. Line 3 
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sets its parameter configuration by using handler setOptions(}. Then MLP

Classifier needs to be trained by a training file, from Line 4 to Line 7 two 

weka classes called A rff Loader and Instances are used to load and read the 

instances in trainingFile. Last, MLPclassifier is built by calling MLPClassi

fier. buildClassifier(instances). 

The algorithm for classifying nodes' feature vector set is shown as Algo

rithm 8. In Line 1 to Line 3, we still use weka class ArffLoader and Instances 

to read the node feature vector arff file that get from previous feature ex

traction module. Then we check which classifier is chosen in a detection. If 

MLP is chosen, we build an MLP classifier and train it using Algorithm 7. 

Then for each vector instance in instances, we get its label by calling function 

mlp.MLPClassifier.classifylnstance{i). If SVM is chosen, an SVM classifier 

is built instead of MLP classifier. As the result of online classifier module, 

we obtain the labels for all active nodes in a current time window based on 

their network behavior feature, so that reach the goal of detect existence of 

bot nodes in network. 
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Algorithm 7: void buildMLP() 

1 Classifier M LPClassif ier; 

2 MLPClassifier = weka.classifiers.functions.MultilayerPerceptron(); 

3 M LPClassif ier .setOptions(acertainM LPparameterconf igurationlist); 

4 ArffLoader loader; 

5 Instances instances; 

6 String trainingFile; 

7 instances= loader.getDataSet(trainingFile); 

8 M LPClassifier.buildClassifier( instances); 

Algorithm 8: void classify Nodes( classifier ,feature VectorArflFile) 

1 ArffLoader loader; 

2 Instances instances; 

3 instances = loader.getDataSet(feature VectorArffFile}; 

4 if classifier equals 'M LP' then 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

M LP Builder mlp; 

mlp.buildM LP(); 

foreach i E instances do 

l lableAfterClassify = mlp.MLPClassifier.classifylnstance(i); 

instance.setClass V alu.e( lableAf terClassif y); 

10 if classifier equals 'SV M' then 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

SV M Builder svm; 

svm.buildSV M(); 

foreach i E instances do 

l lableAfterClassify = svm.SV MClassifier.classifylnstance(i); 

instance.setClassValu.e(lableA/terClassify); 

Figure 4.10: Online Classifier 
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4.4 Summary 

Chapter 4 presents the implementation details for the three modules 

in proposed detection framework. In next chapter, we will present the ex

periments to evaluate the detection framework from different perspectives. 

We will also present the experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the two 

proposed combined classifiers. 
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Chapter 5 

Experin1ental Evaluation and 

Results 

In Chapter 5 different types of experiments are conducted to implement 

each module of the framework as well as to evaluate the detecting perfor

mance using different options. The experimental results are discussed in 

each section. Firstly, Section 5.1 introduces the malicious and non-malicious 

data sets used in the experiments. Section 5.2 examines the effectiveness of 

using different time window size in a cover-validation. Section 5.3 presents 

the evaluation of MLP and SVM classifier configuration. Section 5.4 validates 

the detection persistence of using different Bot/Normal proportion in train

ing set. Section 5.5 presents the experiments and results on two proposed 

combined classifiers: Sequential Combined Classifier and Parallel Combined 

Classifier. Section 5.6 provides a summary of the whole chapter. 
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5.1 Description of Experimental Datasets and 

Evaluation Metrics 

5.1.1 Experimental Datasets 

In order to evaluate the proposed detection model effectively, prepar

ing valid experiment datasets is the first job. In this work, we obtained 

three individual datasets which contains malicious and non-malicious traffic 

for the evaluation work. To represent the P2P botnet traffic, we used two 

malicious traffic datasets from the French Chapter of the honeynet project, 

which contains Storm botnet traffic and Waledac botnet traffic respectively. 

To represent the non-malicious traffic, we used a dataset from the Traffic 

Lab at Ericsson Research in Hungary, which contains over 800,000 packets 

of everyday usage traffic that ranges from HTTP-based web page browsing 

to P2P-based gaming like World of Warcraft. All of these three datasets are 

labeled so that we can efficiently conduct the evaluation experiments. 

The Storm dataset contains 214,304 traffic packets, which consists of 

118,377 TCP packets, 94,718 UDP packets, and 1,209 ARP /ICMP packets. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the packets are the outbound and inbound traffic 

between 5,901 external machines and an infected machine with internal IP 

address of 172.16.0.11. As this infected machine is controlled by bot master to 

perform spamming attack activity, the trace file corresponds to the command 

and control process and spamming attack of the Storm botnet. 
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IP: 172: .. 16 . .0.11 

Total tPs: 5901 

Total Pai:kets: 214 ,304 

55 .2% TCP P.ackets 

44.2'% UDP Packets 
0.6%ARP/[CMPPackets 

Figure 5.1: Storm Botnet Trace File Information 

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the Waledac dataset contains 157,051 traffic 

packets, which consists of 128,231 TCP packets, 28,758 UDP packets, and 62 

ARP /ICMP packets. The Waledac botnet is a very famous spam spreading 

botnet, the packets set corresponds to a period of spamming attack commu

nication traffic between 2,614 external machines and one infected machine 

with internal IP address of 172.16.0.12. 

~ ····· · 

!P~ 172.16.0 .12 

~ Tollll lPs: 2515 

Total Packets: 157,051 

81.6%-:(CP P.ackets 

18.3% UDP Packets 

0.1% ARP/ fCMP Packet s 

Figure 5.2: Waledac Botnet Trace File Information 
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The non-malicious network traffic is represented by the third dataset 

from the Traffic Lab at Ericsson Research in Hungary. This dataset contains 

81,823 traffic packets , which consists of 793,685 TCP packets and 24,547 

UDP packets. As illustrated in Figure 5.3, five internal machines with IP 

address of 172.16.2.[2, 11 , 12, 13, 14] communicate with 575 external IP 

addresses. The trace file corresponds to the typical daily-use network traffic 

and provides the necessary non-malicious background traffic in our dataset. 

Total Ws:: 575 

Tbtal .Pa,ckets: BlS .. 232 

97% TCP P.a:ckets 

3% UDP Packets 

Figure 5.3: Normal Traffic Trace File Information 

5.1.2 Evaluation Metrics 

During conducting different evaluation experiments for the proposed de

tection model , the accuracy of the selected MLP and SVM classifier is mea

sured using following four metrics: false negative rate (F NR) , fals e positive 
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rate (FPR), true positive rate (TPR), and Accuracy. These four metrics are 

calculated using Equation 5.1 to Equation 5.4 respectively. 

FN 
FNR= TP+ 

FP 
FPR=TN+ 

TP 
TPR=TP+ 

TP+TN 
Accuracy= TP + FP + TN 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

F N R finds the percentage of failed detections in real bots, which means 

how many of the real bot nodes are classified as normal nodes. F PR finds the 

percentages of wrong detections in normal nodes, which means how many of 

the real normal nodes are classified as bot nodes. T PR shows the percentage 

of correct detection of real bots. Accuracy indicates the percentage of correct 

detection of both real bots and real normal nodes. 
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5.2 Evaluating Experiments on Time Win

dow Size 

As discussed in Section 3.2, we use a time window to capture the net

work packets and build analysis model upon the packets set within a time 

window aiming at increase the efficiency of the detection, and at the same 

time maintain a high detection rate. A key factor to increase the efficiency of 

packet processing is decreasing the number of packets processed each time, 

which corresponds to a relative small window size. On the other hand, a key 

factor to maintain a high detection rate is maintaining the behavior char

acteristic hidden in the network packets, which corresponds to a relatively 

big window size that can supply a sufficient number of packets to exhibit 

the characteristics of nodes traffic behaviour. Hence, the time window sam

pling strategy can directly influence the detection results and it is necessary 

to find an appropriate time window size in the trade off between packets 

process efficiency and traffic behaviour exhibition. 

This section presents the first set of evaluating experiments which ex

amines detection performances using different time window sizes. The goal 

of these evaluating experiments is to find an appropriate time window size by 

which we can achieve a better average record in detection true positive rate 

(TPR), precision and accuracy. In order to get a comprehensive evaluating 

result, we adopt a cover-validation method to examine the detection perfor

mance with different time window size on different part of the entire dataset. 
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In other word, we construct multiple test datasets by using different part of 

the whole dataset and evaluate different window sizes using all of these test 

datasets. 

5.2.1 Experiment Procedure 

In this evaluating experiment, we examine six different time window 

sizes: 5s, 15s, 30s, 60s, 120s, and 180s. The reason not using time window 

smaller than 5s is that the captured packets are too less to exhibit the traffic 

behaviour characteristics while the reason not using time window bigger than 

180s is that it cannot meet the requirement of real-time detection when using 

a large window size. The experiment procedure is scheduled into seven steps 

listed as following: 

1. Replay entire two malicious trace files and one normal trace file, capture 

packets using time window size i ( i = 5s, 15s, 30s, 60s, 120s, 180s). 

2. Extract feature vectors to generate node feature set while capturing 

packets. 

3. Divide node feature sets into several small parts to represent different 

periods in the whole trace file. 

4. Prepare training sets and testing sets based on the node feature sets 

extracted from malicious and normal trace files. 
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5. Get the classification results by using the prepared training sets and 

testing sets in MLP classifier and SVM classifier. 

6. Calculate the average and the standard deviation of all detection met

rics for time window size i. 

7. Identify the time window size that achieves a better detection perfor

mance and a better stability. 

It is possible that a specific time window size may achieve a good de

tection rate in a certain period but fail in next periods. In order to evade 

this local optimum and achieve a comprehensive evaluation of a particular 

time window size, we adopt a cover-validation method in which we divide 

the whole node feature sets under such time window size into several small 

parts in their original order and use these sub-sets to form one training set 

and multiple testing sets, examine detection performances using these differ

ent testing sets, and get a set of detection results corresponding to different 

part of dataset. Since each of the testing sets represents a particular period 

of the entire trace file, evaluating the detection performance of a particu

lar time window size by using all of these testing sets can exhibit detection 

performances of a particular time window size in different time periods. By 

comparing the average and standard deviation of these detection rates, we are 

promising to identify an appropriate time window size used in the sampling 

strategy. 
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5.2.2 Experiment Results 

Nodes Feature Sets 

For each trace file, we generate six node feature sets corresponding to 

the six window sizes. Each node feature · set contains different number of 

feature vectors. The results are shown as following. 

For the whole Storm trace file, we extract 16,526 node feature vectors 

when using 5s time window, 13,140 node feature vectors when using 15s 

time window 10,524 node feature vectors when using 30s time window, 4,665 

node feature vectors when using 60s time window, 3,377 node feature vectors 

when using 120s time window, 3,084 node feature vectors when using 180s 

time window (See Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1: Number of Storm node feature vectors using different time window 
size 

Time Window Size Number of Storm Node Feature Vectors 

5s 16526 

15s 13140 

30s 10524 

60s 4665 

120s 3377 

180s 3084 

For the Waledac trace file, we extract 10,348 node feature vectors when 

using 5s time window, 8,708 node feature vectors when using 15s time win-
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dow, 7,816 node feature vectors when using 30s time window, 4,948 node fea

ture vectors when using 60s time window, 4,219 node feature vectors when 

using 120s time window, 3,677 node feature vectors when using 180s time 

window (See Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2: Number of Waledac node feature vectors using different time 
window size 

Time Window Size Number of Waledac Node Feature Vectors 

5s 10348 

15s 8708 

30s 7816 

60s 4948 

120s 4219 

180s 3677 

For the Normal trace file, we extract 14,753 node feature vectors when 

using 5s time window, 12,435 node feature vectors when using 15s time win

dow, 9,952 node feature vectors when using 30s time window, 6,853 node fea

ture vectors when using 60s time window, 4,964 node feature vectors when 

using 120s time window, 4,048 node feature vectors when using 180s time 

window (See Table 5.3). 
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Table 5.3: Number of Normal node feature vectors using different time win
dow size 

Time Window Size Number of Normal Node Feature Vectors 

5s 14753 

15s 12435 

30s 9952 

60s 6853 

120s 4964 

180s 4048 

The Division of Nodes Feature Sets 

For the six node feature sets extracted from the Storm trace file, we 

divide each of them into nine parts: one small sub-set S0 and eight equivalent 

big sub-sets S1 to S8 (See Table 5.4). 
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Table 5.4: Division of Storm node feature sets 

Number of Storm Node Feature Vectors 
Window Size i 

Total S6 S{ s~ Si 
3 si s~ s~ 

5s 16526 100 2053 2053 2053 2053 2053 2053 

15s 13140 100 1630 1630 1630 1630 1630 1630 

30s 10524 100 1303 1303 1303 1303 1303 1303 

60s 4665 100 570 570 570 570 570 570 

120s 3377 100 409 409 409 409 409 409 

180s 3084 100 373 373 373 373 373 373 

For the six node feature sets extracted from the Waledac trace file, we 

repeat the division and divide each of them into nine parts: one small sub-set 

Wo and eight equivalent big sub-sets W1 to W8 . See Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5: Division of Waledac node feature sets 

s~ 
2053 

1630 

1303 

570 

409 

373 

Number of Waledac Node Feature Vectors 
Window Size i 

Total W.i 
0 

Wi 
1 

W.i 
2 

W.i 
3 

Wi 
4 

W.i 
5 WJ w~ 

5s 10348 100 1281 1281 1281 1281 1281 1281 1281 

15s 8708 100 1076 1076 1076 1076 1076 1076 1076 

30s 7816 100 964 964 964 964 964 964 964 

60s 4948 100 606 606 606 606 606 606 606 

120s 4219 100 514 514 514 514 514 514 514 

180s 3677 100 446 446 446 446 446 446 446 
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s~ 
2055 

1630 

1303 

575 

414 

373 

W.i 
8 

1281 

1076 

968 

606 

521 
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For the six node feature sets extracted from the Normal trace file, we 

divide each of them into five parts: one small sub-set N0 and four equivalent 

big sub-sets Ni-N4 • See Table 5.6. The reason for dividing normal feature 

sets into five parts is that we intend to construct the testing sets in a pro

portion of 50% malicious node feature vectors and 50% normal node feature 

vectors. This will be explained in the following paragraphs. 

Table 5.6: Division of Normal node feature sets 

Number of Normal Node Feature Vectors 
Window Size i 

Total NJ Nf N~ N~ Nl 

5s 14753 800 3488 3488 3488 3489 

15s 12435 800 2908 2908 2908 2911 

30s 9952 800 2288 2288 2288 2288 

60s 6853 800 1513 1513 1513 1514 

120s 4964 800 1041 1041 1041 1041 

180s 4048 800 812 812 812 812 

Training Sets and Testing Sets 

Training sets and testing sets are constructed for each time window. 

Based on the division results, one training set TS and eight testing sets 

TstS_l to TstS_8 are constructed to evaluate a particular time window. 

For a particular time window i ( i = 5s, 15s, 30s, 60s, 120s, 180s), the 

training set is constructed by merging subset S& (100 Storm node feature 

vectors), Wj (100 Waledac node feature vectors), and NJ (800 Normal node 
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vectors). Hence, the number of bot instances and the number of normal in

stances in training set TS are 200 and 800, which is a reasonable bot/normal 

ratio for a training set. 

On the other hand, for a time window i, eight testing sets are constructed 

by using subsets combination: (Sf+ Wt+ Nf), ( S~ + WJ + N~), ( S~ + WJ +NJ), 

(Si+ Wj + N1), (S~ + Wj + NJ), (S~ + Wj + NJ), (S~ + WJ + N~), and 

( S~ + WJ + N~). The constructing results for each time window are shown in 

Figure 5.4. The ratio of the number of normal instances and the number of 

bot instances in each testing sets is basically 1: 1. The reason to divide normal 

node feature sets into five sub-sets and use subset NI, N~, NJ, Nl for twice 

in constructing the testing sets is that we want to keep the number of normal 

instances being equivalent to the number of bot instances in the testing set 

when the total number of the normal vectors is half of the total number of 

the bot vectors when put Storm and Waledac together. For example, in the 

5s time window, the number of normal node vectors is 14,753 and the number 

of bot node vectors is 26,874 (Storm 16,526 plus Waledac 10,348). 
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Figure 5.4: Training sets and testing sets for each time window 

Detection Results 

For MLP classifier, we use a default configuration in weka environment 
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as shown in Figure 5.5 , and obtain the classification results as shown in 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. For SVM classifier, we also use its default 

configuration as shown in Figure 5.6, and obtain the classification results in 

Figure 5. 9 and Figure 5 .10. 

Figure 5.5: Default MLP Configuration 
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Figure 5.6: Default SVM Configuration 
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Classifier WindDw size Testdata HJR fPR TPR Accuracy 
TstS_l 0.067 0.054 0.933 0.940 

TstS_2. 0.021 0.054 0.979 0.%2 

TstS_J 0..007 0.019 0.993 0.9S£ 

0.994 
55 

T:5:tS_4 0..007 0.019 0..986 
Tsts_s 0.004 0.007 0.9% 

0.005 0.007 0.9% 0 .994 

TstS_7 0.005 0.013 0.995 0.991 
0 .993 0 .. 99i0 

M tP 

TstS_l 
T:stS_2 0.022 0.001 -0.978 
TstS_S 0.202. 0.001 0.900 
T.st S_4 0.169 0.001 0.831 0.916 
TstS_.5 0.071 0.001 :0.929 0 .. 964 
TstS...;6. 0.00'0 0:.{l01 1.000 0. 99'9 
TstS.:_7 0.020 0.003 0.9SO 0.989 
TstS_B 0.304 0.003 0.6% O.E47 

Figure 5.7: MLP Classification Results on 5s, 15s, 30s 
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Classifi,er Window si:ze Testdata FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 
r.s-cs_1 ·o.ooo 0.009 1.COO 
TstS_2 0.053 0.009 0.947 0.972 
TstS_S. 0.111 D.001 0.:889 .Q.951 
T.stS_ 4 0.176 0 .001 0.82.4 0.923 
TstS_S 0.020 0.001 0.980 
TstS_6 0.000 0.001 1.000 

0.000 0.009 ,1.000 -0.9'95 

MLP 

T:stS_ l 0.28:9 0.001 0'.711 O.S55 
TstS_4 0.12.5 0.()01 0..875 0.937 
TstS_S 0.332 0.001 0 .. 6&8 

1.SO:s 
TstS_4· 0.3-81 0.001 0.619 
TstS_S 0.358 0.001 0 .. 632 -0.815 
TstS:_6 0 .388 0.001 0.612 -0 . .&05 
T5tS_7 0332 0.001 0.&6S 
TstS S 0.2.19 O.Ci01 0..781 

Figure 5.8: MLP Classification Results on 60s, 120s, 180s 
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Ctasslfier Wbldowslre Testdata FNR FPR TPR 
TstS_l (1011 0 .09S 0.944 

0.004 0.098 0.'948 
T:s.tS_3 R002 -0.040 0.97& 

Ss. 
Ts·tS_4 
TstS_S OJ}01 0.01S 0.9'99 0.985 

0.9SS 
TstS_] 0 .003 (L033 .Q.9'97 

SVM 

T.stS_2 
TstS_3 0.917 

0.15:9 0.001 0.831 0 .916 
TstS_S 0.071 0 .001 0..92.9 0.964 ' 

0.000 0 .001 1.'000 0.999 
TstS_7 0.99:9-
Ts.tS S 0.127 0 .003 O.S73 0.936 

Figure 5.9: SVM Classification Results on 5s, 15s, 30s 
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Oassifier Wind01.v size Testdala FNR FPR TPR Ac:cura,e-v 
TstS_1 0.000 0.009 1.000 0.99.5 
TstS_2 0.053, 0.009 0.947 0.972 
Tsts_s· 0.000 0 .000 1.,000 0.999 
T.stS_ 4 0.077 0.001 0.9:23 0.9-67 
lstS_S 0.000 (i.001 1.000 (t9S9 

SVM 

0.125 0 .001 0.937 
TstS_3 -0.332 0 .001 {L&68 

lBOs TstS_ 4 0-3Sl 0.001 0:619 
TstS_S 0.368 0.001 0.&32. 0..315 
Tst5_6 0 .388 0.001 0.'612 O.S05 
T.stS_7 0. 33'0 O.C-01 0.570 0 .. 834 
l stS_B 0.217 0.001 0.783 (L891 

Figure 5.10: SVM Classification Results on 60s, 120s, 180s 

Each result is measured by using the four metrics proposed in Section 

5.1.2, namely FNR, FPR, TPR, and Accuracy. We can clearly see that 

both MLP and SVM classifier shows different performance on different parts 

of dataset in each time window. Based on these results, we then calculate 

average value using each time windows eight testing sets results to evaluate its 

overall performance, and calculate standard deviation to evaluate its stability. 

Figure 5.11 summarizes the average detection metrics in each time win

dow. Comparing among both MLP's and SVM's classification average re

sults, feature sets that based on window size 5s and window size 60s show a 
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better discrimination ability, whose F N R are two lowest records (0.015 for 

5s in MLP, 0.050 for 60s in MLP, 0.004 for 5s in SVM, 0.016 for 60s in SVM) 

while T PR and Accuracy are two highest records in corresponding columns. 

Class.ifier Window size Av. FNR Av. FPR Av. TPR Av. Accuracy 

5s 0.015 0 .. 023 0.985 0.9-80 

MLP 30s 0.099 0.001 0.902 0.951 

120s 0.176 O.S2:4 0 .. 915 

svrvt 

Figure 5.11: Average metrics value in different time window 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the standard deviation of each evaluation metric 

in different time windows. Standard deviation of a metric a ( a = F N R, 

F PR, T PR, Accuracy) is calculated by using Equation 5.5, which is based 

on its values in the eight testing sets and their corresponding average values. 

StandardDeviation( a) = 

a= FNR, FPR, TRP, Accuracy. 

ti = testing set i. 
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Classifier Window size FNR S.O. FPR S.O. TPRS.O. Accuracy S.O. Average S.O. 

5s 0.0202 0.0183 0.0202 0.0181 0.0189 
i,i , ,t;{rq~p®9'ci'. ;2::Q~®PZit~ 

MLP 
30s 0.1061 0.0013 0.1061 0.0530 0.0534 

•.•. ,x,, 

.120s 0.1241 0.0026 0.1241 0.0580 0.0616 
1,:·· ·:: .. ,.., .. _ 

5s 0.0030 0.0282 0.0030 0.0157 0.0156 
_/ /itO.S');Ql:1:I )ro.:iOP(fs>;: ., ---·-· 

SVM 30 s O .0701 0 .0013 0.0701 0.0349 
.,., __ , , 'Di0l24J· -,,,_ 

0.0354 

120s 0.1168 0 .0026 0 .1168 0.0546 0.0580 
-_,. _._.,,.;-,./< ..• 

Figure 5.12: Standard deviation for each metric in different time window 

Since the sum of FNR and TPR is always 1 and they change together, 

their standard deviations are always the same in a same row. So, in the 

last column in Figure 5.12, an Average S.D. is calculated by taking the 

averages value of three metrics' standard deviations: FNR S.D. , FRP S.D., 

and Accuracy S.D .. Figure 5.13 shows the change between different window 

sizes when using MLP classifier, and Figure 5.14 shows the change when 

using SVM classifier. As we can see, in MLP time window 5s achieves the 

lowest average deviation of 0.0189 and time window 60s achieves the third 

lowest average deviation of 0.0295. In SVM, time window 60s achieves the 

lowest average deviation of 0.0152 and time window 5s achieves the second 

average deviation of 0.0156. Comparing these two window sizes, time window 

size 5s excels in a lower FNR standard deviation rate, and 60s excels in a 

lower FPR standard deviation rate. 

In summary, time window 5s and 60s on one hand show a higher detec-
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tion rate than the other time window sizes, but also can keep good detection 

performance and have a lower performance deviation. Hence, as the result 

in time window size evaluation, we choose 5s and 60s as two appropriate 

window sizes in proposed detection framework. 

0.14 ,-----.----....------.------,,-------, 

Figure 5.13: S.D. in MLP 
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0.12 .----....-----T-----r-----,----, 

0.1 

0.08 

0.08 

OD4 .0428 

FPRS.O. 
···+········ 

30s 60s 120s 

Figure 5.14: S.D. in SVM 

5.3 Evaluating Experiments on Classifier Con

figuration 

The classification algorithms used in proposed classifiers are Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Within these two 

classification algorithms, there are several important parameters that can 

greatly influence the classify performance. It is necessary to exploit into 

the inner logic mechanism of each classification algorithm and evaluate its 

influence to detection performance by examining different configurations for 

different parameters in classifiers. 

In our MLP classifier, we adopt a three-layer structure: one input layer, 
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one hidden layer, and one output layer. For the input layer, there are eight 

nodes in this layer, corresponding to the eight behavior features. For the 

output layer, there are two nodes corresponding to the two types of node 

classification: bot node or normal node. Hence, the number of nodes in 

input layer and output layer is certain. However, the number of nodes in 

hidden layer is uncertain. If an inadequate number of hidden layer nodes are 

used, it is possible to get high training error and high generalization error due 

to the underfitting and high statistical bias. On the other hand, if too many 

hidden layer nodes are used, it is likely to achieve a low training error but 

still possible to get a high generalization error due to overfitting and high 

variance. It is necessary to evaluate the number of nodes used in hidden 

layer. 

One of the well-known problems in MLP is the local minimum: the net 

does not settle in one of the learned minima but instead in a local minimum. 

There are several key parameters in MLP that can help to avoid local min

imum problem. Except for the number of hidden nodes in MLP, these key 

parameters also include the learning rate and the momentum. It is valuable 

to examine different choices of learning rates and momentums used in MLP 

when we want to enhance the classify performance of MLP. Last but not 

least, the convergence of MLP also need to be evaluated. We shall select an 

appropriate epoch value to guarantee the convergence in training an MLP. 

Hence, in the configuration evaluating for MLP classifier, we will mainly 

examine four different parameters as following. 
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• H: The number of hidden layers nodes 

• L: The learning rate value 

• M: The momentum value 

• E: The epoch value 

SVM is a kernel-based classification algorithm, which blends linear mod

eling and instance-based learning together. It provides an easy and efficient 

way of mapping data on to a higher dimensional space. The most important 

component in a SVM classifier is its kernel function. The most popular kernel 

functions used in SVM are Polynomial kernel (Equation 5.6), and Gaussian 

distribution-based Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel (Equation 5.7). 

Polynomial kernel: 

(5.6) 

RBF kernel: 

(5.7) 

An SVM with RBF kernel usually need a long time in its training pro

cess. For the same data set used in the following evaluation experiments, the 

time taken to build a linear Polynomial model is around 3 seconds, the time 

taken to build a RBF model is around 900 seconds. However, the classifica

tion performance of RBF kernel SVM is worse than Polynomial kernel SVM 
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in our case. The false positive rate using RBF kernel SVM reaches 50.1%. 

So in the proposed framework, we implement the SVM classifier based on 

Polynomial kernel in order to maintain a real-time detection. 

In a polynomial kernel, parameter like Exponent p can directly change 

the mapping space in SVM and influence the classification results. For ex

ample, if p = 1 in polynomial kernel, it is a linear kernel; if p = 2, it is a 

quadratic kernel. Evaluating different values for parameters in SVM kernel 

functions is indispensable in the examination of SVM classification capability. 

In the configuration evaluating for SVM classifier, we will mainly examine 

two parameters, namely, 

• p: The exponent value. 

• C: The complexity which determines the trade-off between the flatness 

and the amount by which misclassified samples are tolerated. 

5.3.1 Experiment Procedure 

In configuration evaluating experiments, we examine the configuration 

of MLP and SVM in each time window size. Since different time window sizes 

provide different feature sets, an appropriate classifier configuration used in 

different time window tends to vary from each other. We shall find each 

corresponding configuration for different time window size. The data sets 

used in this experiment is the six feature sets in the six time window size. 

On the other hand, a 10-fold cross-validation method is used to evaluate the 
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fitting provided by each parameter value combination. 

To evaluate the configuration of MLP classifier, we select three values for 

each parameter. As shown in Table 5. 7, parameter Learning Rate is eval

uated on values (0.1, 0.5, 1.0), parameter Momentum is evaluated on values 

(0.1, 0.5, 0.9). These two parameters are typically evaluated on a combination 

of one small value, one middle value, and one big value. Parameter Hidden 

Layer Nodes Number is evaluated on values (3, 8, 12), which indicates three 

representative model types. Model with 3 nodes in hidden layer represents a 

compression model in which 8 input nodes are compressed into 3 inner nodes. 

Similarly, the model with 8 nodes in hidden layer represents a balance model, 

and the model with 12 nodes in hidden layer represents an expansion model. 

With hindsight, parameter Epoch is evaluated on values (50,100,200). 

Table 5.7: Selected MLP parameter values 

MLP Parameter Parameter Value 

Learning Rate (L) 0.1 0.5 1.0 

Momentum (M) 0.1 0.5 0.9 

Hidden Layer Nodes ( H) 3 8 12 

Epoch (E) 50 100 200 

To evaluate the configuration of Polynomial kernel-based SVM classifier, 

we select three values for parameter Exponent, and five values for param

eter Complexity (See Table 5.8). In previous study [6, 18], researchers 

presented evaluation works on SVM configuration in which they selected val-
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ues (1, 2, 5) for parameter Exponent, and selected values (10-2, 10-1 , ... , 105) 

for parameter Complexity. Based on their study result and also consid

ering the requirement of real-time detection, we evaluate parameter Ex

ponent on values (0.5, 1, 2) and evaluate parameter Complexity on values 

(10-1, 10°' 101,102
' 103

). 

Table 5.8: Selected SVM parameter values 

SVM Parameter Parameter Value 

Exponent (p) 0.5 1 2 

Complexity ( C) 10-1 100 I 101 102 I 103 

Test set 

The test sets used are the whole feature vector sets in each time window. 

Table 5.9 lists the number of two types of feature vectors in each time window 

test set. 

Table 5.9: Test set used in configuration evaluating 

Time Window Number of Feature Vectors 

5s Bot 26874 Normal 14753 

15s Bot 21848 Normal 12435 

30s Bot 18340 Normal 9952 

60s Bot 9613 Normal 6853 

120s Bot 7596 Normal 4964 

180s Bot 6761 Normal 4048 
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5.3.2 Experiment Results 

Evaluating MLP Configuration 

The evaluation results in 5s time window is shown in Figure 5.15 to 

Figure 5.17. Each row in table corresponds to an average result of a 10-fold 

cross-validation experiment for a particular value combination of the four 

parameters in MLP. 
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Figure 5.15: 5s Evaluation results when Learning Rate = 0.1 
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Figure 5.16: 5s Evaluation results when Learning Rate = 0.5 
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Figure 5.17: 5s Evaluation results when Learning Rate = 1.0 

Among above 34 different configuration, configuration i (in Figure 5.16) 

achieves the highest accuracy rate of 0.989. However, we do not accept this 

configuration immediately as the most appropriate MLP configuration for 

5s time window, but also consider another four candidates that achieve an 

accuracy rate at 0.988: configuration(!)@@@. The reason is by increasing 

the number of hidden layer nodes used and the number of training epochs, 

an MLP net would gain a better classification performance. However these 

increments also indicate a more complicated MLP net and an increment in 

time consuming. It is not economical if it consumes a significantly more 
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time to build a MLP model that improves the accuracy rate only by 0.001. 

So we select several configuration candidates that achieve a second highest 

accuracy but use fewer hidden layer nodes and small training epochs, then 

compare the build-model time of all these candidates to further evaluate 

them. As shown in Table 5.10, configuration i needs 73.15s to build model 

while configuration CD and @ only need 49.03s and 49.28s to build model. 

It is approximate f of the time that configuration i takes. So we consider 

CD and @ are more economical than i. If we further compare between CD 

and @, @ exceeds CD on FPR by 0.005 lower, while CD exceeds @ on FNR 

by 0.001 lower. Considering all these factors, we recommend @ as a more 

appropriate MLP configuration in 5s time window size. 

Table 5.10: MLP configuration candidates in 5s time window 

Highest Accuracy 0.989 

Configuration i 

Time to Build Model 73.15s 

Accuracy 0.988 

Configuration Q) @ @ ® 

Time to Build Model 49.03s 100.86s 49.28s 93.93s 

The evaluation experiment results for time window 15s, 30s, 60s, 120s, 

180s are included in Appendix A. Here we only present the discussion in 

selecting configuration for each time window. For 15s, the highest accuracy 

0.972 appears at five different configurations. We select four of them and 
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index them as configuration i,ii,iii,iv. The dropped configuration is (L = 

0.5, M = 0.1, H = 12, E = 200), the reason to ignore it is that configuration 

iii: (L = 0.5, M = 0.1, H = 3, E = 200) also achieves the highest accuracy 

and is a simpler model by only using 3 hidden layer nodes. Then we select 

another five configurations that achieve an accuracy of 0.972 and compare 

the build-model time of these 9 candidates (See Table 5.11). If we compare 

configuration iii and ®, we can find that these two configurations differ 

in the momentum value and training epoch used. Configuration iii has a 

relatively longer period in building model since it trains 200 round of epoch, 

it obtains a better performance on all of the four evaluating metrics. On the 

other hand, configuration ® needs only 8. 72s to build model since it only 

runs for 100 epochs. The result shows a slight increment in FRP (0.018 in 

iii to 0.022 in ®). So if a detection system is very sensitive in time, ® is 

recommended to obtain a very fast training. If in a system that 20s and 8s 

are accepted as no differences, configuration iii is recommended to ensure a 

higher detection accuracy. 
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Table 5.11: MLP configuration candidates in 15s time window 

Highest Accuracy 0.972 

Configuration i ii iii iv 

Time to Build Model 79.86s 74.62s 26.52s 52.84s 

Accuracy 0.971 

Configuration CD @ @ @ ® 

Time to Build Model 22.46s 46.79s 11.73s 8.72s 18.99s 

For time window 30s, 60s, 120s, and 180s, we adopt the same analyze 

method and obtain their corresponding comparison tables as shown in Table 

5.12 to Table 5.15. In Table 5.12, we choose configuration i as the recom

mended MLP configuration for time window 30s since it has a comparable 

time consuming (22.79s) with the best time record (18.63s) in© to@, while 

it also achieves the lowest FPR of 0.012. 

In Table 5.13, we choose configuration iv as the recommended one for 

accuracy-first detection in time window 60s, and choose @ as the recom

mended one for speed-first detection. Configuration i and iv both require a 

small build-model time, but iv achieves a lower FPR record (0.001) compared 

with iv (0.003). On the other hand, configuration@ has a slight larger FNR 

and FPR compared with iv, but it can finish training model in a very short 

time (3.68s). So it is suitable for a speed-first detection. 

In Table 5.14, we choose configuration i as the recommended one for 

accuracy-first detection in time window 120s and choose@ as recommended 
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configuration for speed-first detection. Compared with configuration i, @ 

uses 3 hidden layer nodes and decrease the build-model time to 10.lls. Com

pared with configuration@, i achieves the lowest FPR record of 0.008. 

In Table 5.15, we choose configuration iv as the recommended one for 

accuracy-first detection in time window 180s and choose(!) as recommended 

configuration for speed-first detection. 

Table 5.12: MLP configuration candidates in 30s time window 

Highest Accuracy 0.965 

Configuration i 'l'l iii 

Time to Build Model 22.79s 23.03s 53.lOs 

Accuracy 0.964 

Configuration (!) @ @ ® 

Time to Build Model 38.27s 18.63s 32.50s 22.67s 

Table 5.13: MLP configuration candidates in 60s time window 

Highest Accuracy 0.990 

Configuration i ii iii iv 

Time to Build Model 7.49s 13.06s 27.83s 6.77s 

Accuracy 0.989 

Configuration (!) @ @ ® @ @ 

Time to Build Model 13.03s 13.90s 6.32s 3.68s 12.26 7.69 
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Table 5.14: MLP configuration candidates in 120s time window 

Highest Accuracy 0.975 

Configuration i 

Time to Build Model 21.20s 

Accuracy 0.974 

Configuration (!) @ @ 

Time to Build Model 10.lls 20.67s 9.92s 

Table 5.15: MLP configuration candidates in 180s time window 

Highest Accuracy 0.977 

Configuration i ii iii iv 

Time to Build Model 9.10s 7.91s 8.16s 7.54s 

Accuracy 0.976 

Configuration (!) @ @ 

Time to Build Model 3.85s 7.61s 8.10s 

As the result of the above evaluation experiments, for each time window 

size we obtain one or two MLP configurations which are promising to achieve 

a better detection performance. The results are summarized in Table 5.16. 
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Table 5.16: MLP configuration summary 

Time Window Recommend Configuration Description 

5s @:(L = 0.5, M = 0.5, H = 12, E = 100) Comprehensive 

iii:(£= 0.5, M = 0.1, H = 3, E = 200) Accuracy-first 
15s 

@:(L = 0.5, M = 0.5, H = 3, E = 100) Speed-first 

30s i:(L = 0.1, M = 0.1, H = 3, E = 200) Comprehensive 

iv:(L = 1.0, M = 0.5, H = 8, E = 50) Accuracy-first 
60s 

@:(£ = 0.5,M = 0.5,H = 3,E = 50) Speed-first 

i:(L = 0.5, M = 0.5, H = 8, E = 200) Accuracy-first 
120s 

@:(L = 0.5, M = 0.5, H = 3, E = 200) Speed-first 

iv:(L = 0.5, M = 0.5, H = 3, E = 200) Accuracy-first 
180s 

(!):(£ = 0.1, M = 0.5, H = 3, E = 100) Speed-first 

Evaluating SVM Configuration 

The experiment results on evaluating SVM configuration using 5s time 

window are shown in Table 5.17. Each row in table corresponds to an average 

result of a 10-fold cross-validation for a particular (p, C) combination. 
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Table 5.17: 5s SVM configuration evaluating results 

p logC Build-model Time FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

-1 4860.09s 0.020 0.130 0.980 0.941 

0 1753.35s 0.023 0.089 0.977 0.954 

0.5 1 609.44s 0.031 0.143 0.969 0.929 

2 558.57s 0.028 0.152 0.972 0.928 

3 495.67s 0.026 0.154 0.974 0.929 

-1 2.79s 0.021 0.091 0.979 0.954 

0 4.89s 0.008 0.028 0.992 0.985 

1 1 10.34s 0.009 0.028 0.991 0.984 

2 46.43s 0.009 0.029 0.991 0.984 

3 280.32s 0.009 0.029 0.991 0.984 

-1 1757.43s 0.011 0.035 0.989 0.980 

0 1224.50s 0.004 0.028 0.996 0.988 

2 1 615.41s 0.004 0.028 0.996 0.987 

2 510.73s 0.005 0.027 0.995 0.987 

3 428.95s 0.005 0.023 0.995 0.988 

When p = 2, in other word, by using a quadratic kernel, classification 

accuracy in 5s time windows achieves its best performances: the highest 

record appears at (p = 2, logC = 0) and (p = 2, logC = 3), the second 

highest record appears at (p = 2, logC = l) and (p = 2, logC = 2). However, 

a vital disadvantage of using a quadratic kernel is that it usually needs a long 
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period time to build SVM model. As we can see in the table, the shortest 

build-model time among these four configurations is 428.95s at logC = 3 

and the longest build-model time reaches 1224.50s at (logC = 0). On the 

other hand, at configuration (p = 1, logC = 0), its classification accuracy 

achieves 0.985 and it only needs 4.89s to build a linear polynomial model. 

It is not economical to spend 100 times time to trade a 0.003 improvement 

in accuracy. So in this 5s time window case, we choose (p = 1, logC = 0) 

as the recommended configuration for SVM classifier. Moreover, we also 

notice that p = 0.5 and p = 2 kernels will take a significant more time to 

build an SVM model compared with linear kernel, and a linear kernel SVM 

is able to achieve a good performance in our cases. Hence, in the following 

evaluating results of the remaining five time window sizes, we present all the 

five combinations in p = 1 and present the best combination in each p = 0.5 

and p = 2 as a contrast. 

Evaluating results using 15s time window are shown in Table 5.18. 

We choose (p = 1, logC = -1) as the recommended configuration in time 

window 15s since it achieves a high classification accuracy at 0.965 and 

needs only 1.97s to train a SVM model. However, though configuration 

(p = 2, logC = 3) needs 906.67s to train its SVM model, it improves the 

classification accuracy to 0.974. If a detection system can afford more ex

penses in time to trade an 1 % improvement in detection accuracy, it can use 

configuration (p = 2, logC = 3). 
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Table 5.18: 15s SVM configuration evaluating results 

p logC Build-model Time FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

0.5 0 887.lls 0.052 0.102 0.948 0.930 

-1 1.97s 0.028 0.049 0.972 0.965 

0 11.70s 0.029 0.050 0.971 0.963 

1 1 24.27s 0.026 0.069 0.974 0.958 

2 77.08s 0.031 0.051 0.969 0.962 

3 351.72s 0.031 0.051 0.969 0.962 

2 3 906.67s 0.027 0.026 0.973 0.974 

Evaluating results using 30s time window are shown in Table 5.19. The 

highest accuracy 0.964 is achieved at three configurations: (p = 1, logC = 0), 

(p = l, logC = 1), and (p = 2, logC = 0). We choose (p = 1, logC = 0) as the 

recommended configuration in time window 15s since it also has the shortest 

build-model time among these three candidates. 
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Table 5.19: 30s SVM configuration evaluating results 

p logC Build-model Time FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

0.5 0 837.20s 0.055 0.059 0.945 0.944 

-1 1.63s 0.044 0.026 0.956 0.962 

0 4.59s 0.043 0.022 0.957 0.964 

1 1 7.91s 0.043 0.024 0.957 0.964 

2 34.63s 0.043 0.024 0.957 0.963 

3 162.38s 0.043 0.024 0.957 0.963 

2 0 550.04s 0.042 0.023 0.958 0.964 

Evaluating results using 60s time window are shown in Table 5.20. The 

highest detection accuracy 0.990 is achieved at configuration p = 2, logC = 

3. Its build-model time is 56. 70s, which is acceptable in a real-time de

tection system. So if a accuracy-first detection is required, configuration 

(p = 2, logC = 3) is recommend. On the other hand, configuration (p = 

1, logC = 1), (p = 1, logC = 2) also achieve the second highest accuracy 

(0.989), and the build-model time is greatly decreased to around 2.50s. So for 

a speed-first detection system, (p = 1, logC = 1) and (p = 1, logC = 2) are 

recommended. Compared within these two configurations, (p = 1, logC = 1) 

excels in FNR performance while (p = 1, logC = 2) excels in FPR perfor

mance. Again, choice can be made depended on a given requirement. 
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Table 5.20: 60s SVM configuration evaluating results 

p logC Build-model Time FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

0.5 -1 338.81s 0.034 0.006 0.966 0.978 

-1 1.02s 0.039 0.004 0.961 0.976 

0 1.92s 0.029 0.004 0.971 0.981 

1 1 2.26s 0.015 0.005 0.985 0.989 

2 2.59s 0.017 0.003 0.983 0.989 

3 9.61s 0.017 0.003 0.983 0.989 

2 3 56.70s 0.008 0.012 0.992 0.990 

Evaluating results using 120s time window are shown in Table 5.21. 

The highest accuracy 0.979 is achieved at configuration (p = 1, logC = 2). 

This configuration also has a very small build-model time. So we choose 

(p = 1, logC = 2) as the recommended configuration in time window 120s. 
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Table 5.21: 120s SVM configuration evaluating results 

p logC Build-model Time FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

0.5 -1 428.17s 0.036 0.001 0.964 0.978 

-1 1.82s 0.035 0.006 0.965 0.976 

0 0.85s 0.034 0.013 0.966 0.975 

1 1 1.92s 0.034 0.013 0.966 0.975 

2 4.30s 0.031 0.006 0.969 0.979 

3 17.45s 0.035 0.006 0.965 0.976 

2 3 96.22s 0.035 0.007 0.965 0.976 

Evaluating results using 180s time window are shown in Table 5.22. 

The highest detection accuracy 0.977 is achieved at four configurations: (p = 

1, logC = 2), (p = 1, logC = 3), (p = 2, logC = 2), and (p = 2, logC = 3). 

Among these four candidates, (p = 1, logC = 2) has the smallest build-mode 

time. So we choose (p = 1, logC = 2) as the recommended configuration in 

time window 180s. Moreover, if a detection system seeks for an even higher 

training speed, it can also consider configuration (p = 1, logC = 0.1), which 

sacrifices 0.1 % on detection accuracy but improves training speed to around 

ls. 
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Table 5.22: 180s SVM configuration evaluating results 

p logC Build-model Time FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

0.5 -1 236.49s 0.045 0.001 0.955 0.972 

-1 1.23s 0.037 0.001 0.963 0.976 

0 2.12s 0.039 0.001 0.961 0.975 

1 1 2.39s 0.040 0.001 0.960 0.975 

2 4.26s 0.038 0.001 0.962 0.977 

3 13.78s 0.037 0.001 0.963 0.977 

2 36.30s 0.037 0.001 0.963 0.977 
2 

3 81.08s 0.036 0.001 0.964 0.977 

In summary, for each time window size we obtain one or two recom

mended SVM configurations mainly considering detection accuracy and build

model time. The results are summarized in Table 5.23. 
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Table 5.23: SVM configuration summary 

Time Window Recommend Configuration Description 

5s (p = 1,logC = 0) Comprehensive 

(p = 2, logC = 3) Accuracy-first 
15s 

(p = 1, logC = -1) Speed-first 

30s (p = I,logC = 0) Comprehensive 

(p = 2, logC = 3) Accuracy-first 
60s 

(p = I,logC = 2) Speed-first 

120s (p = 1,logC = 2) Comprehensive 

(p = 1, logC = 2) Accuracy-first 
180s 

(p = 1, logC = -1) Speed-first 

5.4 Evaluating Experiments on Training Set 

Composition 

SVM and MLP are both supervised machine learning algorithms. Their 

training process uses a set of labelled training data to build the classification 

logic model. The proportion of positive (bot) training data and negative 

(normal) training data can influence a model's classification ability. In this 

section we evaluate this impact by using different training sets that have 

different bot/normal compositions. 
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5.4.1 Experiment Procedure 

In the following experiments, we use four different training set compo

sitions: (1) 60% Normal Instance (N) vs. 40% Bot Instances (B), (2) 80% N 

vs. 20% B, (3) 90% N vs. 10% B, and ( 4) 95% N vs. 5% B. To represent 

these four types of composition, we construct four different training sets TS_t 

to TS_4 using feature vectors in time window 60s. Experiment procedures 

are scheduled as following. 

1. Separate 60s feature vector set into two parts, as shown in Table 5.24. 

Part 1 is used for constructing four training sets, Part 2 is used for 

constructing one testing set. 

Table 5.24: Divide 60s feature set 

Normal Storm Waledac 

Total 6853 4665 4948 

Part 1 4000 4000 4000 

Part 2 2853 665 948 

2. Construct training sets TS_t, TS_2, TS_3, and TS-4. Each of them is 

formed by randomly select vectors in Part 1. The number of normal 

instances and bot instances in each training set are shown in Table 

5.25. 
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Table 5.25: Four training sets 

Training Set TS_J TS_2 TS_3 TS-4 

Normal/Bot 600/400 800/200 900/100 950/50 

3. Construct one testing set TstS by using all the feature vectors in Part 

2. Hence, TstS contains 2853 normal instances and 1613 bot instances. 

4. Train MLP classifier and Polynomial kernel-based SVM classifier using 

TS_J to TS_4 and then test each model using the same testing set in 

TstS. 

5. Compare the results and evaluate the influence by training set compo

sition. 

5.4.2 Experiment Result 

The experimental results in evaluating MLP classifier are shown in Table 

5.26. The configuration of MLP is a recommended configuration obtained in 

previous experiments: Configuration iv of 60s in Table 5.16. 
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Table 5.26: MLP evaluation results 

Configuration Training Set FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

TS_l 0.074 0.001 0.926 0.973 

L=l.0 M=0.5 TS_2 0.096 0.001 0.905 0.966 

H=8 E=50 TS_3 0.151 0.001 0.849 0.945 

TS-4 0.147 0.005 0.853 0.944 

The experimental results in evaluating SVM classifier are shown in Ta

ble 5.27. The configuration of SVM is the result of previous experiments: 

Configuration iv of 60s in Table 5.23. 

Table 5.27: SVM evaluation results 

Configuration Training Set FNR FPR TPR Accuracy 

TS_l 0.002 0.005 0.998 0.996 
p=l.0 C=lOO 

TS-2 0.015 0.005 0.985 0.991 
Epsilon= 10-12 

TS_3 0.028 0.005 0.972 0.987 
Tolerance=0.001 

TS-4 0.050 0.005 0.950 0.979 

Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 illustrate the changes in metrics FNR, FPR, 

TPR and Accuracy of MLP, and Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 illustrate the 

changes of SVM. 
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Figure 5.21: TPR and Accuracy in SVM 

With the decrease of the number of bot instances in training set, MLP 
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classifier also shows an increment in FNR and FPR and a decrease in TPR 

and classification accuracy. Similarly, results in SVM classifier shows a sim

ilar pattern. particular, MLP classifier shows an increment in both FNR 

(from 0.96 to 0.147) and FPR (from 0.001 to 0.005). SVM classifier only 

shows a increment in FNR (from 0.015 to 0.050) and has no changes in FPR 

(all 0.005). These values indicate that: 

1. MLP can provide a lower false negative rate than SVM classifier, while 

SVM can provide a lower false positive rate than MLP classifier. We 

can choose one of them according to particular requirements or circum

stances. 

2. Though MLP shows a good FNR performance in the beginning, with 

the decrease of bot instances in training set, it cannot keep this good 

performance. 

3. Overall, detection performances of both MLP and SVM will degrade 

if using less bot instance proportion in training set. However, the re

sult when using 95% normal instances and 5% bot instances is still 

acceptable. 
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5.5 Evaluation Experiments on Combined Clas

sifier 

In order to utilize both of the advantages of MLP classifier and SVM 

classifier and to improve the effectiveness and accuracy of the detection, we 

propose two types of combined classifier that integrates multiple classification 

techniques. One is a Sequential Combined Classifier, which is designed for 

an improved two-class supervised detection. And the other one is a Parallel 

Combined Classifier, which is designed for an unsupervised detection that 

acquires the ability to be aware of the existing of an unknown bot. In this 

section, we are going to evaluate the functionality of these two proposed 

combined classifier. 

5.5.1 Experiment Procedure in Sequential Combined 

Classifier 

As introduced in Section 4.6.1, in a sequential combined classifier we po

sition MLP and SVM classifier alternately and let them classify a descending 

feature vector set in turn. The main experiment procedure of sequential 

combined classifier is listed as following: 

1. Set training set which trains the MLP classifier and SVM classifier in 

this model, set testing set which is used in the evaluation. 

2. The testing set is initially sent into MLP classifier and classified into 
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two groups: G(B) and G(N). 

3. Then, G(B) and G(N) are respectively sent into SVM classifier. G(B) 

may be classified into two sub-groups: G(BB) and G(BN); G(N) may 

also be classified into two sub-groups: G(N B) and G(N N). G(BB) 

and G(N N) are called agreements while G(BN) and G(N B) are called 

disagreements. It could be empty for a agreement group or a disagree

ment group. 

4. Merge each disagreement group with the two agreement groups. That 

is G(NB)+G(BB)+G(NN) and G(BN)+G(BB)+G(NN). If one of 

the disagreement group is empty, skip its merging. 

5. Use X-means clustering algorithm to cluster each merged group. Ex

amine the composition in each out coming small clusters. Label dis

agreement instances ( or some agreement instances) according to the 

principle proposed in Section 4.6.1. 

6. Evaluate the detection performance improvement (if any) after Sequen

tial combined classifier. 

5.5.2 Experiment Result in Sequential Combined Clas

sifier 

Training Set and Testing Set 
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In the evaluation experiments on combined classifier, we build training 

sets and testing sets using window sizes of 30s. Table 5.28 shows the training 

set and testing sets used. 

Table 5.28: Training set and testing sets used in sequential combined classifier 
evaluation 

Data Set Number of Feature Vectors 

Training set: TS_Sequential Normal: 800 Bot: 200 

Testing set: TstS-8equential Normal: 622 Bot: 622 

The training set TS_Sequential consists of 20% bot instances and 80% 

normal instances. Testing set TstS_Sequential consists of 50% bot instances 

and 50% normal instances. 

Experimental Results 

In an evaluation experiment, we inspect into the composition of each 

node group and keep track of bot instances and normal instances for the 

goal of evaluating the efficiency of proposed combined classifier. In a real 

detection, we are not able to verify each step in classification and cluster 

process since real-time data do not have labels. Several important results 

during the experiment process are shown in Figure 5.22. 

Both MLP classifier and SVM classifier are trained by using training set 

TS_Sequential. After the first layer classification, MLP classifies the input 

testing set TstS_Sequential into two groups: G(B) which contains 588 feature 
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vector instances labelled as "Bot", and G(N) which contains 656 feature 

vector instances labelled as "Normal". With an inspection, the 588 instances 

that are classified into G(B) are all real bot instances, in other word, this 

half of classification is 100% correct. However, among the 656 instances that 

are labelled as "Normal" in G ( N), 622 instances of them are real normal 

instances while the rest 34 instances are bot instances. Hence, the true 

positive rate by single classifier is 0.945 (588/622B). 

In next step, G(B) and G(N) are sent to an SVM classifier respectively. 

During this second layer classification, all the instances in G(B) are classified 

as" Bot" by SVM classifier, which means the G(BB) group contains all the 

588 instances from G(B) and G(BN) is empty. For the 656 instances in group 

G(N), 638 instances are again classified as" Normal" by SVM classifier, and 

the rest 18 instances are labelled as "Bot". So group G(N N) contains 638 

instances and group G(N B) contains 18 instances. With an inspection, all 

the 588 instances in G(BB) are all real bot instances, which can provide a 

strong reference background in following clustering step; on the other hand, 

638 instances in G(N N) contain 622 real normal instances and 16 bot in

stances, and all the 18 instances in G(N B) are all real bot instances. By 

this point, we label the instances in agreement G(BB) as "Bot", and label 

the instances in agreement G ( N N) as "Normal". To label the instance in 

disagreement G(N B), we need the following X-means clustering step. 

Since G(BN) is empty, we skip the merging step of G(BN), G(BB), 

and G(NN). For G(NB), we merge it with G(BB) and G(NN) and get 
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a new group which contains 1244 instances (18NB+588BB+638NN). Then 

this new group is used in an X-means clustering process. 

In order to obtain a more precise unsupervised clustering result, we 

first use CFS (Correlation Feature Selection) subset evaluation algorithm to 

choose a feature subset that has a better discrimination ability to serve as 

cluster criteria. The CFS subset evaluation is performed based on new group 

generated by merging G(BN), G(BB) and G(N N). From the eight traffic 

behavior features, NF and RLP are selected as the features that exhibit more 

differences among the instances in the new group. We use these two features 

as the criteria in X-means clustering, and get a clustering result as shown in 

Figure 5.23. 

cluster! cluster2 

NN 

cluster3 cluster4 

Figure 5.23: X-means clustering result in sequential combined classifier 
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Four small clusters are generated based on the merged group G(BN) + 

G(BB) + G(N N). Cluster 1 contains 94 instances, 76 instances are from 

group G(BB), the rest 18 instances are from group G(N B); Cluster 2 con

tains 208 instances, all of them are from group G(BB); Cluster 3 contains 

311 instances, 304 of them are from group G(BB) and the rest 7 instances 

are from group G(N N); Cluster 4 contains 631 instances, all of them are 

from group G(NN). 

As the identify strategy proposed in Section 4.6.1, we label the 18 

G(N B) instances in Cluster 1 as "Bot" since the majority instances in this 

cluster are G(BB) instances. In other words, X-means clustering votes these 

18 instances as" Bot" and along with another vote from SVM classifier, there 

are 2 out of 3 classifiers vote them as "Bot". For Cluster 2, all the 208 in

stances are G(BB) instances and they have been labelled as" Bot" after the 

second layer of classification. For Cluster 3, we label the 7 G(N N) instances 

as "Suspicious Bot" since the majority instances in this cluster are G(BB) 

instances. Though both MLP classifier and SVM classifier votes these 7 in

stances as" Normal", X-means clustering votes them as" Bot". So we label 

them as "Suspicious Bot". For Cluster 4, all the 631 instances are from 

G ( N N), and they have been labelled as "Normal" after the second layer of 

classification. 

When we have a inspection into the original label of these instances, we 

find that the 18 G(N B) in Cluster 1 are real bot instances, x-means clustering 

shows the ability to group them with other bot instances and successfully 
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made the correction in the disagreement between MLP and SVM. For the 

208 G(BB) instances in Cluster 2, they are all real bot instances. X-means 

clustering further improves the classification made by MLP and SVM, which 

shows the consistency of X-means clustering. For the 7 G(N N) instances in 

Cluster 3, they are real bot instances. So these 7 bot instances successfully 

evade the detections by both MLP classifier and SVM classifier and go into 

group G(N N), however X-means clustering recognizes their similarity with 

the 304 bot instances in Cluster 3 and discriminates them out from the 

group G(N N). For the 631 instances that have been labelled as "Normal" 

in Cluster 4, 622 of them are real normal instances and 9 of them are bot 

instances. So these 9 bot instances are omitted by all the three layers of 

detection. 

In summary, proposed sequential combined classifier can improve the 

detection performance compared with using single classifier. The true pos

itive rate by the combined classifier in the above evaluation is enhanced to 

0.986 ((588+18+7)/622). 

5.5.3 Experiment Procedure in Parallel Combined Clas

sifier 

In Parallel Combined Classifier, we position MLP classifier and SVM 

classifier in a parallel way and let them independently classify a same and 

complete input testing set. The main experiment procedure of parallel com-
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bined classifier is listed as following: 

1. Set training set which trains the MLP classifier and SVM classifier in 

this model, set testing set which is used in the evaluation. 

2. The testing set is initially sent into both MLP classifier and SVM clas

sifier. Each classifier process the testing set independently, and classify 

it into four groups: malicious group G(MLPM) and normal group 

G(M LPN) generated by MLP classifier, malicious group G(SV MM) 

and normal group G ( SV MN) generated by SVM classifier. 

3. Generate malicious node group G(M) according to Equation 3.1. 

4. Generate malicious node group G'(M) according to Equation 3.2. 

5. Use X-means clustering algorithm to cluster G'(M). Get several small 

clusters: C1,C2,C3, ... ,Cx. 

6. Calculate the average vector of malicious node group G(M) and each 

small clusters: Va<M>, Veu Ve2 , Ve3 , ... , Vex. 

7. Calculate the distance between the average vector of malicious node 

group G( M) and each average vector of small clusters: D x = Distance(Va<M>, Vex). 

8. Identify the maximum distance value Dm in D1, D2, ... , Dx. 

9. Label the instances in Cm as suspicious new bot. 
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5.5.4 Experiment Result in Parallel Combined Classi

fier 

Training Set and Testing Set 

In the evaluation experiments on combined classifier, we build training 

sets and testing sets using window sizes 60s. Table 5.29 shows the training 

set and testing sets used. 

Table 5.29: Training set and testing sets used in parallel combined classifier 
evaluation 

Data Set Number of Fea- From 

ture Vectors 

Normal: 2000 Normal 
Training set: 
TS_parallel Known Bot: 500 Storm 

Normal: 3000 Normal 

Testing set: Known Bot: 2000 Storm 

TstS_parallel Unknown Bot: 200 Waledac 

The training set TS_Parallel consists of 500 Strom bot instances and 

2000 normal instances. Here, we use Storm bot instances as known bot to 

train MLP and SVM classifier. The testing set TstS_Parallel consists of 

2200 bot instances and 3000 normal instances. These 2200 bot instances 

are made up of 2000 known bot instances (Storm) and 200 unknown bot 

intances(Waledac). 
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Evaluation Result 

As mentioned before, in evaluating experiments we inspect into the com

position of each node group and here we keep track of known bot instances, 

unknown bot instances and normal instances in order to examine the effi

ciency of parallel combined classifier. Several important results during the 

entire experiment process are shown in Figure 5.24. 

Both MLP classifier and SVM classifier are trained by using the train

ing set TS_Parallel. In first step, we use MLP classifier and SVM classifier 

to classify the testing set TstS_Parallel independently, and get two mali

cious group G(SV MM) and G(M LP M), which respectively contains the 

instances that are labelled as "malicious" by SVM and MLP. As shown in 

the second and third column in Figure 5.24., G(SV MM) contains 1777 

"malicious" -labelled instances and G ( M LP M) contains 1506 "malicious" -

labelled instances. If we inspect into the composition of these two malicious 

group, we find that G(SV MM) contains 1573 known bot instances, 200 

unknown bot instances and 4 normal instances (1573+200+4=1777), while 

G(MLPM)'s 1506 instances are all known bot instances. 

In next step, we use G(SVMM) and G(MLPM) to construct two new 

group, one is G(M) which is generated by using operation G(SV MM) U 

G(M LP M), the other one is G'(M) which is generated by using operation 

G(SVMM) 6 G(MLPM). As shown in the fourth and fifth column in Fig

ure 5.24., G(M) contains 2280 instances and G'(M) contains 271 instances. 

All the instances in these two group have a same label: " malicious". How-
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Figure 5.24: Experiment process of parallel combined classifier 



ever, with an inspection, we find that in G(M)'s 2280 malicious instances, 

there are 1573 known bot instances, 200 unknown bot instances, and 4 nor

mal instances. In G'(M)'s 271 malicious instances, there are 67 known bot 

instances, 200 unknown bot instances and 4 normal instances. In next step, 

our goal is to distinguish the unknown bot instances and try to pick them 

out of the whole malicious group. 

The proposed method is to adopt X-means clustering technique and in

troduce a concept of average vector distance. Since G(M) is the "sum" of 

G(SV MM) and G(M LP M), it contains all the instances that are classified 

as "malicious" by SVM or MLP, also the majority of G(M) are known bot 

(Storm in this case). So G(M) can work as a comprehensive background 

data set that reflects the overall situation of malicious traffic. For G' ( M), it 

stores the different instances in G(SVMM) and G(MLPM). So the number 

of known bot instances is significantly decreased in G' ( M), which makes it 

possible that the unknown bot instances in G' ( M) can reveal their character

istic that is once covered by large number of known bot instances in G ( M). 

We perform X-means clustering based on group G'(M) and use CFS subset 

evaluation algorithm to choose the clustering criteria: NF and ALPS. 

As the result of a dynamic X-means clustering based on above criteria, 

we get three clusters: Cluster!: 10 instances, Cluster2: 46 instances, and 

Cluster3: 215 instances (See Figure 5.25). Next step is to calculate the 

average vector of these 3 clusters and G(M). 
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Figure 5.25: X-means clustering result in parallel combined classifier 

Each instance is a node feature vector, so the average vector is calculated 

by add each feature vector together and then divide by the total number of 

feature vectors. The average vector of group G(M) , Cluster! , Cluster2 , and 

Cluster3 are given respectively in the eighth column in Figure5.31. They are: 

Vc(M) = (1.807, 1958.457, 9.296, 9.487, 0.608, 45.376, 74.620, 0.576) 

Vi = (1, 1187, 3, 3, 1, 60, 67, 0.896) 

Vi= (1 , 986, 1.891, 2.152, 0.869, 60.355, 66.645, 0.906) 

~ = (1.986, 274.767, 23.456, 22.163, 0.811 , 73.070, 86.253 , 0.780) 

Next step is to calculate the distance between Vc(M) and each Vn (n = 

1, 2, 3) . Some fields in feature vector, for example the second field in vec

tor: NF, usually have a large record. Such fields will then dominate the 

contributions of fields with small records when they are used directly in a 

regular distance calculation (See Equation 5.8). In order to eliminate such 

dominating effect , we use a normalized distance instead, which is calculated 
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by Equation 5.9. 

8 

Distance = L (V~ - VJ(M))2 (5.8) 
i=l 

n =the index of cluster, i =the index of feature 

Normal izedDistance = (5.9) 

n =the index of cluster, i =the index of feature 

The normalized distance results are shown in the last column in Figure 

5.24. We choose the cluster which has the largest distance with G(M) and 

label it as an unknown bot cluster. So in our experiment, Cluster3 has the 

largest distance of 2.343. We label Cluster3 as the cluster which contains 

unknown bot instances. When we inspect the content of each cluster, we find 

that this assignment is correct. As illustrated in Figure 5.26, in Cluster!, 

the total 10 instances are all known bot instances; in Cluster2, the total 46 

instances are all known bot instances; in Cluster3, the total 215 instances 

consist of 200 unknown bot instances, 11 known bot instances, and 4 nor

mal instances. All the unknown bot instances are dynamically grouped into 

Cluster3 and when we use the normalized distance apart from G(M) to eval

uate each cluster, Cluster3 shows the largest distances. This indicates that 

Cluster3 is very different from G(M). 
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Figure 5.26: X-means clustering result in parallel combined classifier 

In summary, in parallel combined classifier we made three contributions 

listed as following. 

1. A practical way to construct two useful malicious instance groups: 

G(M) represents the overall situation and provides a comprehensive 

reference in similarity evaluating. 

G'(M) represents the difference between two classifiers , greatly reduces 

the interference from a large number of known bot instances and em

phasizes unknown bot instances, which makes following X-means clus-
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tering efficient. 

2. A dynamical approach to cluster unlabelled data: 

Use X-means clustering technique to dynamically cluster malicious in

stances according to their similarity. This process does not need a 

pre-labelled data set, which makes novel detection possible. 

3. An efficient measurement method to distinguish unknown instances: 

Use average vector to represent each cluster and use normalized average 

vector distance to measure the similarity between each cluster and the 

whole group. By using this method, a cluster containing a small amount 

of known instances, e.g. 10 instances in Clusterl and 46 instances in 

Cluster2 ( See Figure 5.26) can still have a small distance from the 

whole malicious group G(M); on the other hand, a cluster containing 

a small amount of unknown instances can still have a large distance 

from G(M). Hence, the proposed measurement method is objective. 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter we first described the process of generating three feature 

vector datasets and a set of evaluation metrics for the purpose of evaluating 

the proposed P2P botnet detection framework. Then three kinds of evalua

tion experiments are carried out, which covered three important aspects in 

botnet detection: how to capture packets, how to configure classifier, and 
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how to train classifier. 

To evaluate packets capturing, we completed an evaluation on the time 

window size in proposed sampling strategy. 5s time window and 60s time 

window are believed having the ability to obtain a better detection perfor

mance when capturing network packets. 

As the result of classifier configuration evaluation, we found one or two 

optimal configurations for both MLP classifier and SVM classifier in each 

time window size. However we believe these optimal configurations heavily 

depend on the datasets used in evaluation experiments. 

To answer the question of how to train classifiers, we focus on evaluation 

of training set composition. A training set is formed by normal instances 

and bot instances, so we examined four different Bot/Normal proportion in 

training set. Results shows that less bot instances in training set will degrade 

the detection performance of proposed detection framework. 

In the second part of this chapter, we also evaluated the effectiveness 

of two proposed combined classifiers. The sequential combined classifier was 

capable to improve the detection rate and the parallel combined classifier 

was capable to detect an unknown bot. However more works are needed to 

examine whether these two combined classifier can keep their effectiveness 

when using other evaluation datasets. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work 

In this research study we have intended to focus on an anomaly based 

detection of P2P botnet and apply data mining techniques in P2P botnet 

detection. In this regard, we presented a detection framework that can con

tinuously monitor network stream between active network nodes and classify 

these nodes into normal group and malicious group according to their net

work behavior characteristics. 

In the designing of our detection system, three main system components 

cooperate with each other and complete the process from network packets 

capturing to nodes network behavior feature extraction , and to online clas

sification. We proposed a time window based network packets sampling 

strategy in our packets capturing component to reduce the number of pack

ets captured. We also designed 8 network behavior features that are effective 

in differentiating between P2P bot nodes and normal network nodes. The 
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classification techniques used in our detection framework are MLP and SVM. 

We showed that using these two classifier, we were able to successfully de

tect botnet activity with high accuracy by observing small protions of a full 

network packets volume. 

Moreover, we also implemented two novel combined classifiers, which 

integrate the use of both supervised machine learning techniques and unsu

pervised machine learning techniques. The Sequential Combined Classifier 

showed an ability to improve the detection rate compared with using a single 

classification technique. The Parallel Combined Classifier showed an ability 

to detect the existence of unknown bot traffic. 

Evaluation of proposed detection system is conducted regarding three 

important hypothesis: how to capture packets, how to configure classifier, 

and how to train classifier. Evaluating results showed that by using a 60s time 

window in packets capturing process, our detection system can obtain the 

best accuracy of detection. As the result of classifier configuration evaluation, 

we found one or two optimal configurations for both MLP classifier and 

SVM classifier in each time window size. We also examined four different 

Bot/Normal proportion in training set and showed that less bot instances 

in training set will degrade the detection performance of proposed detection 

framework. 

Future research should be focused on expanding the types of data min

ing techniques used in our detection system. Currently, the data mining 

techniques utilized by our detection system only include MLP, SVM, and 
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X-means clustering. There are a lot of other data mining techniques that 

are promising to achieve a good performance in feature vector based clas

sification, e.g. decision tree, Bayesian network, etc. We can also expand 

our proposed combine classifiers by including three classifiers in a sequential 

structure or in a parallel structure. Additional, we are also aware that the 

evaluation dataset used in this thesis has its limitation in traffic diversity. In 

future work, we are looking into examining more kinds of P2P botnet traffic 

besides Storm and Waledac and evaluating the effectiveness of our detection 

system. 
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